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Introduction

these, together with the CSR Charter and CSR Action Guidelines, are
being disseminated throughout the Group, in an effort to ensure that
not only each Group business but also each employee acts in a socially responsible manner.

CSR promotion system
The Toyo Ink Group made the effort to ensure true societal satisfaction by emphasizing CSR as one of its operating principles for fiscal
2004. As part of its efforts to promote this principle in concrete ways,
the Group has worked to expand the activities of the Compliance
Committee and Risk Management Committee.
The Group readopted the aforesaid operating principle in fiscal 2005,
and in April created an executive-level CSR Committee to improve
the CSR promotion system. This will clearly delineate the status of
previous social and environmental activities carried out by individual
business locations and divisions within companywide activities and
further improve the corporate governance system by unifying corporate
risk-management operations.

The path that has brought us to the present
The Toyo Ink Manufacturing Co., Ltd., was incorporated in 1907,
as a manufacturer of printing ink. The company later expanded into
the field of chemicals, manufacturing pigments, coatings, and other
products, and became the flagship of the Toyo Ink Group. Throughout our history, we have forged ahead in accordance with the expectations of our stakeholders, and today we seek to fulfill the role of a
twenty-first-century manufacturer of specialty chemicals.
We have long incorporated a spirit of service to society into our
business activities. While that spirit has been expressed in different
ways at different times, it has been a continuing inheritance. We
have endeavored to win recognition as a good company by contributing to society through honest business activities.

Social responsibilities and activities based
on the Toyo Ink Group’s Philosophy System
In April 1993 we established the Toyo Ink Group’s Philosophy System, based on its corporate philosophy, corporate policy, and guiding principles, to provide a policy framework in which all employees can share. In anticipation of the one hundredth anniversary of
its establishment (on January 15, 2007), the company has also established “Take Off 2007”, representing our corporate vision for the
twenty-first century. We have defined our corporate policy as the
effort to “create new values for human culture throughout the
world” and declared that our mission for the new century is to focus
on manufacturing and contribute to society as a specialty chemical
manufacturer.
Toyo Ink has included “coexistence with society” and “activities as
a good corporate citizen” as action guidelines within this system,
incorporated the perspective of societal satisfaction, and fulfilled its
responsibilities as a member of society.
In an effort to translate its philosophy system into a concrete value
system incorporating the perspective of corporate social responsibility (CSR), in April 2005 Toyo Ink established a CSR Charter and
CSR Action Policies. The company has also created a code of conduct system consisting of Business Conduct Guidelines, which
serve as practical guidelines for achieving the aforesaid values, and

Toyo Ink Group environmental initiatives
One of the areas on which Toyo Ink continually focuses is that of environmental activities. As part of ongoing efforts to reduce the company’s environmental impact, for example, as we actively strive to
reduce CO2 emissions we currently look forward to the introduction
of our second cogeneration system. Through research on and development of environmentally friendly products, Toyo Ink makes careful
use of limited natural resources, fulfilling its responsibilities as a
chemical manufacturer duly concerned about our common future.
Toyo Ink also engages in environmental communication, providing
information on environmental safety to local citizens, nonprofit organizations, municipal governments, and the Ministry of the Environment, and takes action to win the trust of its stakeholders.

Regarding the publication of this report
In the interest of promoting a better understanding of the efforts described above, we have changed the title of this publication from the
Environmental and Social Report to the Social & Environmental Report.
We hope this report will enable as many people as possible to understand the Toyo Ink Group’s social and environmental activities. We
invite you, the reader, to share your candid views with us regarding
this publication.
Fiscal 2005 has been designated as the year when Take Off 2007,
Toyo Ink’s corporate vision for the future, is consolidated. As stated
in our corporate policy, Toyo Ink seeks to be “a company creating
new values for human culture.” In conducting our business activities,
we will strive to fulfill our social responsibilities, including those related to the environment, and to continually improve those activities.
All our employees lend their best efforts to our social and environmental activities, seeking to enable Toyo Ink to contribute to the development of a sustainable society.

September 2005
President, CEO
Toyo Ink Mfg. Co., Ltd.
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Toyo Ink Corporate Profile, Operations, and Corporate Philosophy
Corporate Data
Company Name
Headquarters
Founded

Toyo Ink Mfg. Co., Ltd.
3-13 Kyobashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-8377, JAPAN
September 1896

Established

January 1907

Capital

¥24.61 billion

Net Sales
Employees
Affiliates

¥176,665 million (nonconsolidated), ¥229,318 million (consolidated)
2,106 (nonconsolidated), 6,164 (consolidated)
28 in Japan and 44 overseas as of March 31, 2005

Business operations

 Graphic arts

Offset inks
Newspaper inks

Printing inks

Graphic arts

Toyo Ink’s core business areas are colorant and color technology,
polymer technology, and optical-device-materials technology. The
company also focuses on development in two major areas—graphic
arts and chemicals.

Toyo Ink offers a variety of environmentally friendly products
centered around its printing inks and digital-technology-based
solutions. The company also uses these products and technologies to create printing workflow solutions.

Silkscreen inks
Printing machinery

Graphic arts
machinery
and supplies

Prepress systems
Printing supplies

Can coatings

Polymer chemicals

Resins
Adhesives
Coatings: marking films, adhesive tapes for industrial use

Chemicals

Operations and Corporate Philosophy

Radiation curing (UV, EB curing) inks

Gravure cylinders

 Chemicals
Toyo Ink is involved in two key business areas within the field of
chemicals: polymers, which include paints, resins, adhesives, and
high-performance materials; and colorants, which include pigments, plastic colorants, and materials for use in electronic media.

Gravure inks

Chemicals: pigments, processed pigments, coatings for
media materials

Chemicals and
media materials

Colorants: plastic colorants, functional additive materials
Media materials: resist ink for LCD color filter,
inks for inkjet printers, various electronics materials
Natural products, edible colorants

Corporate Philosophy
In 2007 the Toyo Ink Group will celebrate the one hundredth anniversary of its founding. In April 1993, in anticipation of this centennial observance, we created a corporate vision for the twentyfirst century, which we call Take Off 2007. The Toyo Ink Group is
conducting its business activities through group management, and
this vision serves as the cornerstone of our management strategy.
The fundamental objective of this vision is concisely expressed in
the determination to be “a company that creates new values for human culture,” as stated in the Toyo Ink Group’s Corporate Philosophy.
The corporate identity to which the Toyo Ink Group aspires acknowledges the responsibility to conduct business operations while
taking into account the interests of our employees and their families, our shareholders, and everyone else who has a stake in our
business, as well as the interests of society at large.
To that end, we have compiled ideas incorporating three distinct
value systems—business values, personal values, and societal values—in order to reexamine our enterprise from all three perspectives. These ideas, in turn, have been incorporated into a set of
Group Action Guidelines, to help each person involved achieve our
corporate vision.
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Toyo Ink Group’s Philosophy System
Corporate Philosophy
People-oriented management

Corporate Policy
We, the Toyo Ink Group, would like to be a company
creating new values for human culture throughout the
world.

.Contribute to people’s wealth and culture worldwide.
.Create new values for life in the next generation.
.Provide superior technology and quality.
Guiding Principles
1. Provide knowledge to enhance customer satisfaction.
2. Respect the realization of all employees’ ambitions.
3. Act as a responsible citizen coexisting with society and
the Earth.

Fiscal 2004 Corporate Data
Operating income

Net Sales

Non-consolidated

03

04

Consolidated

00

01

02

Non-consolidated

6,164
2,106

02

2,146

2,340

2,251

3,513

2,303

01

Non-consolidated

6,064

6,352

6,508

6,805

5,126
2,099

2,429

3,477
00

727

1,606
804

04

Consolidated

( Person )

5,002

216,406
03

1,712
02

176,665

164,200

01

167,201

167,848

217,049

222,358

171,345
00

229,318

( ¥ million )

222,246

( ¥ million )

Employees

03

04

Consolidated

Business performance was favorable again in fiscal 2004, both on a stand-alone and consolidated basis. Net profits, in particular, rose
steadily. The number of employees has declined on a stand-alone basis. On a consolidated basis, the major decline seen in fiscal 2003 was
reversed and became an increase in fiscal 2004, due to expansion at our overseas firms.

Net sales by business segment (fiscal 2003)
( ¥ million )

( ¥ million )

4%

14,041
6%

57,766
85,076

24%

87,838
25%

39%

18%

37%

18%
15%

40,758

14%
33,668

42,997

33,133

GA machinery and supplies
Printing inks
Polymer chemicals
Chemicals and media materials
Other

GA machinery and supplies
Printing inks
Polymer chemicals
Chemicals and media materials
Other

Net sales by business area (fiscal 2003)

Net sales by business area (fiscal 2004)

( ¥ million )

( ¥ million )

7,377

4% 3%

9,638

3% 4%

38,410

15%

16%

78%

77%
180,524

Japan
Europe

Sales totals rose considerably in every
region other than Europe, and this contributed to business performance.

8,159

8,270
33,849

Increased sales were recorded in every
area of business other than GA-related
machinery and materials, for an overall
consolidated increase of 6%.

Asia and Oceania
North America

191,290

Japan
Europe

Asia and Oceania
North America
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9,532

53,490

Net sales by business segment (fiscal 2004)

Notable Topics in Fiscal 2004
Code of Conduct System

Corporate
Vision
Corporate Philosophy,
Corporate Policy,
Guiding Principles

Toyo Ink Group
Business Conduct
Guidelines

CSR Charter,
CSR Action Guidelines

Value System

Current policies and activities
Disclosure of information
Safeguarding personal
information

Occupational
health and safety
Risk management

Personnel measures

Compliance

Personnel development
and capacity building

Corporate governance
Basic environmentalsafety policies
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Establishment of CSR Charter and Action Policies

Establishment of Compliance Improvement Month and
implementation of educational activities

Sustainability Rating Tree by Mita Model
C.Compliance

J.Resource recycling and
reduction of waste

I.Reduction of
environmental
impact of shipping
D.Risk
management

B.Corporate
governance

Page 9

Fiscal 2004

S. Securing sustainable
employment

T. Provision of
K.Management of
safe and healthy
toxic chemicals
work environment
R. Fulfillment of
responsibilities
to consumers

L.Prevention and
U. Equal opportunity
elimination of
warming and services soil contamination
Q.Establishment of
E. Information
local environment
disclosure and
for living
communication
H.Measures to help
prevent global

A.Management
philosophy

V.. Balancing work
M.Preservation of
water resources
and private life
impact of products
and water quality
and services
P.Transmitting
ransmitting and
generating local
culture
F.Quantitative
N.Preservation of
.Quantitative
W. Supporting
understanding of
biodiversity
environmental and
energy and resources
social activities by
O.Sustainable
suppliers
business culture
G.Reduction of
environmental

Management

Environmental

Social

Sustainable
Management Tree

Strategy

Strategy

A

B

C

D

Results
Organization

F

Does not apply
No leaf

Organization

Dead leaf

Sustainable Management Rating Institute

Page 30

Establishment of Environmental Safety Month and
implementation of educational activities

Page 10

High Sustainable Management Rating

Survey regarding concern over chemicals
25
20
15
10
5
0
Unconcerned

Not very
concerned

Before the session

Page 26

Renewal of Sony Green Partner status

Can't say
either way

Somewhat
concerned

Very
concerned

After the session

Environmental communication activities in Kawagoe

Page 15

Fuji Factory receives Japan River Association
Chairman s Prize

Page 14

Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index
6
5
4.7

4
3.7

4.0

3
2.4

2
1
0

1.0
0.6
1999

2000

2001

2002

Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index

Further improvement in fiscal 2004
in achieving environmental objectives

4

2003

2004
( Fiscal year )
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Social Initiatives
Promoting Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
In April 2004 Toyo Ink took up the challenge of ensuring true social satisfaction by
emphasizing CSR, designating this as one
of its operating principles for fiscal 2004.
Having embraced this challenge, the Group
faced a number of questions: What is this
sense of corporate social responsibility to
which we aspire? What is societal satisfaction? What is Toyo Ink's proper image within the community at large? We realized that
we must address these issues, both internally and externally, with specific answers that
apply consistently throughout the Group.
We also perceived a need to clarify the status of individual social activities carried out
in the past within the activities of the
Group as a whole, and to create a decisionmaking mechanism within our headquarters
organization to exert overall control over
such activities.
Subsequent discussions and deliberations,
primarily among various divisions within
the headquarters organization, led to the establishment in April 2005 of the CSR Charter and CSR Action Guidelines, which provide concrete applications of the Corporate
Philosophy and Guiding Principles from the
standpoint of corporate social responsibili-

ty. We also created the CSR Committee, an
executive-level body, to provide a system
for supporting and promoting companywide
CSR-related activities by each company
within the Toyo Ink Group.
As our centennial approaches, Toyo Ink intends to strive all the harder to be a good
and desirable company, thanks to the creation of this new mechanism for promoting
companywide CSR-related activities.

Tsuneo Tanaka
Vice President and Chief Operating Officer

Internal CSR-related educational activities: Publication of CSR
Guidebook
Toyo Ink carries out a variety of educational activities to ensure that all employees
have a common understanding of CSR.
Representatives from each organizational
division take part in three subcommittees
on compliance, risk management, and environmental safety, respectively, and attend
lectures on the CSR Charter and CSR Action Guidelines, primarily given by members of the newly formed CSR Committee.
Internal newsletters and on-site compliance
meetings also help to educate all employees
about the issues involved.
In October 2005 Toyo Ink published and
distributed its CSR Guidebook, which explains Toyo Ink’s approach to its CSR-related activities. The booklet explains basic
concepts related to CSR and offers a detailed account of the CSR Charter and CSR

Action Guidelines, as well as the internal
framework for promoting CSR, so that all
employees can share a common understanding of CSR.
The CSR Guidebook will be distributed to
all employees, including part-time employees and temporary staff, and is expected to
be reprinted and distributed to new employees as well.

CSR Guidebook
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The Toyo Ink Group's Corporate Philosophy and Guiding Principles, established in
1993, include guidelines for achieving societal satisfaction, that is, coexisting as a corporate citizen with the global environment
and the rest of society. At the time this was
a very progressive declaration, but it's no
longer enough to wave a self-congratulatory banner. Now, over a decade later, it's taken for granted that a business must exist in
harmony with the community at large.
While the Toyo Ink Group assumed the attitude now called corporate social responsibility relatively early on and displayed this
attitude both internally and externally, the
Group also made positive efforts in a variety of areas of social activity, including environmental consciousness, operational
safety, compliance, risk management, personnel and labor issues, and contributions
to local communities. Most of these activities, however, were carried out independently by individual business locations or
within individual organizational divisions,
and there was no coordination or integration of such activities throughout the Group
as a whole.

Social Initiatives
Code of Conduct System

CSR Charter and
CSR Action Guidelines
The management framework that constitutes the
basis for corporate governance is made up of a value
system. This system consists of the CSR Charter
and CSR Action Guidelines, which clearly set forth
efforts to address social responsibilities, representing the highest aspirations of corporate vision; and
the Code of Conduct, which consist of standards for
business activities made up of practical guidelines
for achieving our values.

Corporate
Vision
Corporate Philosophy,
Corporate Policy,
Guiding Principles

CSR Charter,
CSR Action Guidelines

Value System

Toyo Ink Group
Business Conduct
Guidelines

Current policies and activities
Disclosure of information Occupational
health and safety
Safeguarding personal
information
Risk management
Personnel measures
Compliance
Personnel development
and capacity building

Corporate governance
Basic environmentalsafety policies

Toyo Ink Group CSR Charter (Established April 18, 2005)
Since its establishment, the Toyo Ink Group has sought to create new lifestyles for customers, employees, and the society
through our business activities, products and services. To achieve this goal, we have always given top priority to coexisting
with society, winning the trust of society, and fulfilling our obligations as a corporate group.
We now feel the need to rediscover our identity as a corporate group, built around chemical manufacturing, that exert a very
significant impact on society. Based on this understanding, we recognize the need to establish and sustain good relationships
with all stakeholders. In defining our tangible and intangible value as a business and fulfilling our social responsibilities, we
consider our most important tasks to be evaluating our business activities from the stakeholder’s point of view and maintaining well-balanced management with respect to the economy, society, people and ecology.
The Toyo Ink Group will continue to support free and fair competition and will endeavor to contribute to the achievement of a
cultured, happy society.

CSR Action Guidelines (Established April 18, 2005)
 Providing value through products and services
Social Initiatives

We will endeavor to provide the utmost confidence and
satisfaction to customers and other consumers by creating new value in the market, improving the quality of
life, and providing products and services that contribute
to the development of culture and help improve the
global environment.

 Sincerity in business activities
We will endeavor to conduct business activities sincerely,
fairly, and appropriately at every stage, from the procurement of raw materials to the sales of products. We will
make healthy profits through our business activities and
return these profits to our shareholders and other stakeholders.

 Active communication and disclosure of information
We will promote wide-ranging communication with society and disclose management information actively and
honestly.

 Social action program
In order to encourage lifestyles with social value, as a
good corporate citizen striving for harmonious coexistence
with the community, we will contribute to society
through our primary business activities and also implement a program of social action.
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 Global environmental protection
We will make efforts at every stage of our business activities to reduce environmental burdens. We will address
global environmental problems as our major challenge
and actively work for global environmental protection.

 Creating a comfortable and
self-realizing working environment
We will respect each employee’s character and identity
and create a safe and rewarding working environment so
that each employee can exercise his or her abilities and
initiative. We will create labor environments, whether in
Japan or overseas, that are free from discrimination, and
we will never permit child labor, forced labor, or any
other activity that violates human rights.

 Ensuring compliance
We will ensure compliance with laws and regulations in
Japan and overseas as well as with international treaties
and regional social norms, and we will make rational,
conscientious, and ethical decisions and act accordingly.

 Ideal corporate governance
We will establish a group management system that can
manage risks appropriately and respond actively and
flexibly to changes in the business environment. We will
strive to establish a management system that enables us
to achieve our ideal—to be viewed by society as a good
and desirable company.

CSR Promotion System and Corporate Governance System
CSR Organizational System

Board of Directors

Group Management meetings

President and CEO

Reports,
Requests for approval

CSR Committee

CSR Committee meetings

Longitudinal collaboration

Compliance Office

Longitudinal collaboration

Risk Management
Subcommittee

Compliance Subcommittee

CSR Secretariat

Environment and
Safety Subcommittee

Report preparation teams

R&D HQ

Printing & Information Business HQ

SCM HQ

Packaging Business HQ

CNK HQ

Polymer Business HQ

International Business HQ

Color Materials Business HQ

Corporate staff

Media Materials Business HQ

Affiliates in Japan and overseas

CSR promotion system, Corporate governance system

General shareholders meeting
Appointments and dismissals

Appointments and dismissals

Board of Auditors,
Internal auditors,
External auditors

Social Initiatives

Board of Directors,
Internal directors,
Outside directors

Auditors

Appointments and dismissals

Collaboration
Group management
committee

Audit Office
President and CEO,
Vice President

Appointments
and
dismissals

CSR Committee
Executive committee
Appointments

Auditing
Executive Officers

CSR Committee meetings
CSR Secretariat
Compliance Subcommittee
Risk Management
Subcommittee
Environment and
Safety Subcommittee
Compliance Office
(internal and outside representatives)

Collaboration

Outside legal counsel

Toyo Ink has incorporated a CSR promotion system into its corporate governance system and established a CSR Committee headed by the Vice
President, as shown above, in order to put CSR management into practice. The committee carries out planning, promotion, and follow-up duties for all activities related to CSR. It has created subcommittees devoted to compliance, risk management, and environment and safety, respectively, and has worked to develop better ways to deal with corporate risk.
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Social Initiatives
CSR Activities and Policies in Fiscal 2005
The Toyo Ink Group, having established a system and basic policies for the practical implementation of full-scale CSR management in April
2005, has begun to carry out CSR activities. Fiscal 2005 is the inaugural year for Toyo Ink’s CSR activities, and we have adopted the
following policies and activities for the fiscal year and will undertake a full slate of practical activities.

Toyo Ink Group CSR policies and actions in fiscal 2005

Promoting and cultivating compliance activities
1.We will promote and cultivate Toyo Ink Group CSR-based compliance activities.
. We will strive to establish and cultivate compliance-oriented activities and actions (compliance with laws and
regulations and the like).
.We will carry out ongoing support and oversight activities to provide a better understanding of and ability to
address priority compliance tasks (legislation and the like) for the fiscal year.
.We will assist in the creation of a worldwide five-node-system compliance network focusing on the respective
company offices.
(The worldwide five-node system is the Toyo Ink Group’s global management system, covering the United States, Europe, China, the rest of Asia,
and Japan, which has jurisdiction over the rest.)

Perfecting the risk-management system
2.We will work to thoroughly identify and understand risks and improve the companywide riskmanagement system.
.We will support our corporate risk-management capacity by identifying new risks and taking suitable measures.
.We will build up the risk-management system and expand it so that it takes effect in each business division.
.We will make effective use of expertise by compiling information on risks.

Social Initiatives

Improving environmental and safety activities
3.We will improve our environmental and safety record by improving our social activities related to
the environment and safety.
.We will establish and apply a management system enabling us to continuously and harmoniously promote
environmental and safety activities.
.We will take action to reduce our environmental impact by conserving energy (reducing CO2 emissions) and
striving for zero emissions.
.We will practice risk assessment in order to avoid or reduce major risks related to safety and the environment.
.We will promote the development and sales of environmentally friendly products, with the aim of generating
environmental business.
.We will disclose information about our environmental-management efforts to the public and seek widespread
understanding of those efforts.

Social activities in actual practice
4.We will strive to communicate and coexist with the local community by contributing to the society
and engaging in social activities to create a healthy and sustainable business, making this the basis
of our business activities.
.We will interact more closely with the local communities throughout each of our business locations and provide
assistance on a companywide basis.
.We will support activities, actions, and organizations addressing the three areas of education, local social
activities, and environmental safety.
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Compliance Activities
Promoting CSR management and
compliance

We previously carried out compliance activities primarily through the Compliance
Committee created in April 2003, but with
the establishment of the CSR Committee in
April 2005 those activities have been carried on and implemented by the CSR Committee’s Compliance Subcommittee.
The committee’s objective for its first year
was to raise compliance awareness among
Group employees—including affiliate, temporary, and part-time employees—providing
them with a deeper understanding of compliance, and to build a foundation for the
Group’s compliance framework. The committee held a series of briefings on compliance for employees at which Toyo Ink
Group’s reasons for promoting compliance
and the contents of the Toyo Ink Group
Business Conduct Guidelines were explained. In addition, the committee established activities and mechanisms designed
to ensure that an awareness of compliance
takes root in each workplace, establishing
the Corporate Ethics Helpline (operated by
the compliance office), designating a compliance leader for each business location,
appointing a compliance director for each
affiliate, providing compliance education,
and carrying out compliance audits. The
Compliance Office, a consultation service,
enables an employee who discovers an action that diverges or may diverge from the
Toyo Ink Group Business Conduct Guidelines, including an illegal action, to promptly report it. This enables the Group to detect
problems at an early stage and activates a
self-correcting function to resolve problems.

Compliance model case collection

Care was taken to make the consulting
service easily accessible to employees, and
both internal and external outlets (the latter
a lawyer’s office) were established.
In its second year, the committee compiled
a collection of model cases of compliance,
in question-and-answer format, to encourage Group employees to more think more
closely and personally about compliance issues. The collection was distributed to all
Group employees in Japan. In November, in
observance of Compliance Improvement
Month, meetings on compliance efforts
(called compliance location meetings) were
held at each workplace, focusing on the
aforementioned model case collection. In
December compliance audits were conducted, and the relevant activities were
steadily carried out to ensure compliance efforts throughout the Group.
This year, the third year, we have initiated
activities to further cultivate the Toyo Ink
Group’s compliance culture, building on the
results of our activities thus far.

Social Initiatives

The Toyo Ink Group has expanded its business activities over a broad spectrum both
in Japan and overseas. As a result, our activities affect greater numbers of countries,
regions, communities, and individuals.
In addition, the perspectives from which society evaluates businesses have greatly
changed. The issue is no longer merely
sales or profits, but whether a business is
law-abiding and whether it fulfills its corporate social responsibilities, which include
due consideration for local communities,
the global environment, and the interests of
all those who have a stake in its business
activities. What is required is to operate a
sound business while maintaining a balance
between economic growth and social responsibilities.
The Toyo Ink Group as a whole is engaged
in CSR activities, based on the awareness
that we can secure sustainable progress as a
business organization by showing consideration for ordinary consumers and other customers, contributing to society, honoring
our legal and ethical obligations, respecting
diversity among individual employees, and
otherwise fulfilling our social responsibilities. For Toyo Ink, corporate social responsibility is not merely a slogan but the way
we run our business. In fact, we were managing our business with attention to our social responsibilities well before CSR became a familiar term.
One of the Toyo Ink Group’s CSR efforts is
its compliance activities. The definition of
compliance goes beyond merely observing
laws, societal norms, and other rules, which
is taken for granted, to encompass activities
aimed at creating value. To achieve the values the Toyo Ink Group pursues—the Toyo
Ink Group’s Philosophy System, consisting
of the ethical norms set forth in its Corporate Philosophy, Corporate Policy, and Guiding Principles—we carry out activities designed to establish a culture of adherence to
legal and ethical obligations. Our aim is to
provide internal infrastructure for securing
revenue and earning the community’s trust
as well as to improve business values that
can be transformed into competitivity. Each
individual within the Toyo Ink Group is
well aware of the relationship between
compliance activities and CSR and contributes to them.

Compliance Improvement Month poster
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Social Initiatives
Complying with Legal Requirements
Clearly, as stated in the CSR Action Guidelines, abiding by the law is one of Toyo
Ink’s top management policies, and this is
stated in its Basic Policy on Safety and the
Environment, Environmental, Action Policies, and the Toyo Ink Group Business Conduct Guidelines. The Compliance Subcommittee activities detailed on the previous
page focus on establishing a framework to
ensure compliance with ethics, laws, and
regulations. The Compliance Office protects the privacy of individuals seeking
consultation and works to remedy issues
brought to its attention.
Toyo Ink gathers the latest information on
environmental laws and regulations, and
the Ecology Center compiles this information in periodic reports that are distributed

through the company LAN to provide a framework enabling an immediate response to
new laws. Information about laws governing overseas operations is managed in a
similar manner, and we are enhancing our
mechanisms for complying with such
laws, especially in Europe.
We are also creating an electronic list of legal requirements, including ordinances. All
our business locations have compiled lists
of legal requirements, including ordinances,
clarifying regulated values and the like.
Again in fiscal 2004, Toyo Ink promoted
compliance and thoroughly complied with
all relevant laws, encountering no management problems, human rights problems or
other social problems, or environmental
problems.

Toyo Ink pledges to comply not only with
legal requirements but also with environmental standards and other standards set by
industry organizations and to meet the
needs of our customers related to the management of chemicals. In the interest of
maintaining food-product safety and hygiene, for instance, we have broadened the
scope of our efforts to include wide-ranging
adherence to the “Voluntary Regulations for
Printing Inks Used in Food Packaging Materials” (the NL regulations) established by
the Japan Federation of Printing Industries.
In addition, we make sure that coloring
agents in plastic products used as food containers comply with the voluntary regulatory standards established by the Japan
Hygienic Olefin and Styrene Plastics Association.

Operations and Corporate Philosophy

Sustainable Management Rating
The Sustainable Management Rating Institute has been issuing Sustainable Management Ratings since fiscal 2002. Toyo Ink
received its third consecutive annual evaluation in fiscal 2004 and was recognized as
a “Green Top Runner.” The Sustainable
Management evaluations for fiscal 2004 indicated a strong awareness of CSR efforts;
54 companies that consented to having the
results of their evaluations made public
were recognized as Green Top Runners.
The survey forms for the evaluations addressed five aspects of management, nine
aspects of environmental activities, and
nine aspects of social activities—two more
than were addressed the previous year. In
addition, evaluations in all areas were made
from three perspectives—strategies, frameworks, and performance. The evaluators assigned one of four grades in accordance
with the extent progress toward sustainability, rather than one of two grades, as in fiscal 2003.
Toyo Ink received an overall score of
97.0%. The highest score awarded in fiscal
2004 was 98.8%, and the tenth highest
score was 96.1%, so Toyo Ink received a
positive evaluation, scoring 99.5% for management, 95.3% for environmental activities, and 97.3% for social activities.
The fiscal 2004 evaluation results are
shown on a “sustainable management tree,”
on which green leaves indicating the high-
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and are steadily producing results.”
est ranking, yellow the second highest, and
Toyo Ink has been carrying on these
red the third highest. The verdant-green
kinds of CSR efforts for over 10 years.
color (indicating a score over 70 but equal
Having received this evaluation, we decito or below 90) was added in fiscal 2004.
ded to establish the CSR Charter and CSR
Toyo Ink had 10 verdant-green leaves,
Action Guidelines to further improve
while all the others are plain green; no yelCSR management, and we also establow, red, or fallen leaves are shown.
lished the CSR Committee and worked to
The evaluation team for fiscal 2004 made
clarify our CSR promotion system.
the following comments about Toyo
Ink: “Since 1993 they have been
Sustainability Rating Tree by Mita Model
Fiscal 2004
conscious of CSR, incorporated it
into their business plans, and
S. Securing sustainable
C.Compliance
J.Resource recycling and
sought to achieve real CSR through
reduction of waste
employment
CSR management, forging an indeT. Provision of
K.Management of
I.Reduction of
safe and healthy
pendent corporate identity. They
environmental
toxic chemicals
work environment
R. Fulfillment of
impact of shipping
D.Risk
B.Corporate
responsibilities
governance
management
to consumers
have continually worked to raise
H.Measures to help
L.Prevention and
U. Equal opportunity
prevent global
elimination of
employee consciousness, preparing
warming and services soil contamination
Q.Establishment of
A.Management
E. Information
local environment
disclosure and
philosophy
booklets, holding explanatory meetfor living
communication
G.Reduction of
M.Preservation of
V. Balancing work
ing for all employees, and issuing
environmental
water resources
and private life
impact of products
and water quality
and services
P.Transmitting and
guidelines for behavior for all
generating local
culture
W. Supporting
F.Quantitative
N.Preservation of
group employees to help disseminate
understanding of
biodiversity
environmental and
energy and resources
social activities by
O.Sustainable
suppliers
business culture
CSR. As an organization, they have
introduced a chief operating officer,
Management
Environmental
Social
separated management from operations, created a Compliance ComSustainable
mittee and Risk Management ComManagement Tree
mittee, and worked to establish
corporate governance. They have
established strict standards for rules
governing risks related to chemicals
Strategy
Strategy
A
B
C
Does not apply
D
F
Results
and improved their auditing of supNo leaf
Dead leaf
Organization
Organization
pliers. They are making the transition from Responsible Care to CSR
Sustainable Management Rating Institute

Employee Health and Safety
Occupational health and safety
As shown in the graphs below, the severity
rate of lost-workday injuries has remained
low due to the extreme paucity of accidents
resulting in serious functional impairment or fatality. Further improvement was
achieved in 2004, when the Group recorded
its lowest figures yet. While the severity rate
for accidents within the Group as a whole
declined considerably due to a lower rate
among affiliates, however, the overall frequency of accidents did not decrease. This
is attributed to inadequate risk-assessment
activities concerning new equipment and
nonregular duties at manufacturing bases.
In the future, we will work to further improve our risk assessment activities and
other efforts in this area.

Layout surveys
In light of the frequency of serious accidents at Group manufacturing sites in recent years, workplace-safety management
and equipment must be reviewed and improved.
In light of this situation, in addition to its
Responsible Care audits, Toyo Ink conducted layout surveys at its all manufacturing
sites in fiscal 2003 to assess production-site
risks based on a three-part approach focusing on safety and disaster prevention,
health and safety, and environmental pres-

Trends in the Frequency of Lost-workday Injuries

ervation. In fiscal 2004, the Group expanded the focus of its layout surveys to include production-related subsidiaries in
Japan.
The layout surveys were specifically intended to detect unacceptable risks arising
from the layout of people, equipment, and
buildings and the like. We are using the results of these surveys to address high-level
risks through systematic improvements in
infrastructure as well as education and
training to create safe workplaces that contribute to safety and environmental preservation in the local community.

Mental-health care
In recent years we have seen a decline in
accidents caused by physical fatigue, in
keeping with a decline in physical demands
on workers brought about through better
working environments, increased automation, and other factors. On the other hand,
accidents attributable to mental stress have
increased as a result of the imposition of
higher standards for work performance and
efficiency. The Ministry of Health, Labor,
and Welfare has provided guidelines intended
to help prevent stress-related accidents and
called for the implementation of these
guidelines. In 1983 Toyo Ink established an
internal consultation program, which has
helped individual employees deal with

Trends in the Lost-workday-injury Severity Rate
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Operations and Corporate Philosophy

Each year, Toyo Ink holds an Environmental Conference and an Environmental Base
Network Conference, which managers from
all business locations attend, to keep employees informed about the company’s targets and plans pertaining to health, safety,
and disaster prevention, and to review case
studies of accidents and other related matters.
As part of its Responsible Care activities,
all of Toyo Ink’s environmental bases conduct risk assessments to identify and evaluate latent risks and unsafe operations and
make improvements to create a safe, lowrisk working environment.
In the event an accident does occur, companywide regulations require that the Ecology
Center be informed; thereafter an Accident
Report and a Report on Measures to Prevent Recurrence of Similar Accidents must
be submitted to the center. A thorough onsite investigation is conducted following
any serious accident, including interviews
with those involved, focusing on the cause
and the equipment involved, to identify
measures to prevent any recurrence. Information from these reports and investigations is shared with the entire Group, from
environmental base managers to officials at
manufacturing sites, via the Group LAN, in
an effort to prevent similar accidents.

Social Initiatives
Communicating with Employees
Employees who create the new values and provide to the society,
and the support system for their activities
As we strive to be a company creating new
human culture and carry on activities that
present the world with new values, enthusiastic efforts by the employees engaged in those
activities are a prerequisite. We are striving to
find ways to support positive actions by our
employees to realize their own ambitions and
find self-fulfillment, based on the Guiding
Principle that dictates respect for employee's
efforts to pursue their own diverse ambitions.

Fiscal 2004 activities
The year of the achievement of our corporate
vision, Take Off 2007, is fast approaching. In
fiscal 2004, we directed our efforts toward
providing employment assistance, addressing
the aging of Japan's population, and formulating a personnel system for the forthcoming
term.

Social Initiatives

1.Creating mechanisms to support
employment
-For better working lifeIn order for the Toyo Ink Group, as a manufacturer, to be able to continue to provide
constantly high value to its customers and the
society as a whole, we must make maximum
use of the experience and expertise that our
employees have cultivated over many years
of service. Over the course of a long working
life, however, one sometimes encounters circumstances that make it difficult to continue
working. Our Guiding Principles speak to the
need to combine one's work and personal life
in a well-balanced way and be a good citizen.
We provide appropriate support, tailored to
the individual's stage of life, for forwardlooking activities by employees, based on the
employee's own motivation and self-help efforts.
Support for child care
We have worked to expand the child-care
leave system, making it a cumulative paidtime-off system (in which the employee can
accumulate and use up to 40 days of lapsed
paid time off), permitting simultaneous use,
and enabling the system to be used even if the
employee's spouse is not working.
We have adapted our family-care leave system, foreseeing greater need on the part of
our employees as the population ages. We
have introduced a system of shorter working
hours that provides for up to one year of time
off, part of which can be paid time off.
We have also worked to improve our revised

K
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new cafeteria plan to provide options that enable salary coverage throughout an employee's term of leave, offer preferential use of
child-care and family-care services, and provide support that reflects individual lifestyles.
Introduction of new cafeteria plan
Revisions to the Toyo Ink Cafeteria Plan, introduced in 1998, began to be implemented in
fiscal 2004, in accordance with the three basic principles mentioned above. Under the
new system, the services offered are outsourced, reducing operating costs.
[Cafeteria Plan options (example)]
1.Employment support: Day-care facilities,
subsidized use of family-care services, and
additional subsidies for a system of childcare and family-care service providers.
2.Promoting health: Athletic facilities, annual
check-ups, immunizations, subsidized or
complimentary use of dental care services.
3.Support for self-development efforts: Subsidies to cover the expense of acquiring credentials, language study, and purchasing
business-related books.

K

2.Measures to address the aging of
the population
-Ensuring the soundness of the corporate pension fund and improving the reemployment
systemIn light of the aging of the Japanese population, keeping up with the cost of living after
retirement is a matter of major concern to
those of us who work for companies. For the
Toyo Ink Group, as a manufacturing enterprise, the retirement en masse of large numbers of so-called baby-boom-generation
employees in 2007 will present serious
challenges for passing on the Group’s unique
technological expertise. In light of this situation, in fiscal 2004 we reformed the pension
system, improved our rehiring system, and
held seminars for retiring employees, to provide support for employees’ own life plans
and facilitate the transfer of technology.
Ensuring the soundness of the corporate
pension system

K

The chief aim of the corporate pension system is to ensure that former employees can
afford the cost of living after retirement. We
have reformulated the system to ensure that it
is financially sound and can be relied upon in
days to come. Specifically, by buying back
the substituted portion of employee pension
insurance, we have switched from a pension

fund to a defined-benefit corporate pension
fund.
Efforts related to the rehiring system
The Toyo Ink Group established a rehiring
system in 2001. At present, all regular employees interested in the program who meet
certain standards can continue their employment after reaching the age of retirement. In
fiscal 2004 we incorporated a flexible system
accommodating temporary postings within
the Group and shorter shifts, and we improved the rehiring system to enable former
employees to secure more stable employment.
The rehiring of skilled technicians ensures that
technical knowledge is passed on, and this
makes it possible to continually provide our
customers with products of superior quality.
Seminars for retiring employees
Toyo Ink holds seminars for retiring employees, where experts on the staff provide instruction about working after retirement, pension adjustments, and other aspects of Japan’s
arcane public pension system. Fully 100% of
employees retiring in fiscal 2004 took part in
the seminars, reflecting rising concern over
the post-retirement cost of living.

K
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3.Efforts to reconstruct the nextgeneration personnel system
-Improving the culture and creating mechanisms to ensure the continuation of new
achievementsToyo Ink has begun reformulating its nextgeneration personnel system, in anticipation
of the launch of the new system in April
2006. The new system will retain the superior
aspects of the old one, which focused on personnel development and setting goals through
dialogue, while seeking to improve the culture and create mechanisms to ensure that
new achievements continue. The aim is to
produce a revised system that goes beyond
the existing framework.

Basic outline of the
new personnel system
1.Human-resources management system
focused on roles
2.Evaluation system with clear standards
and processes
3.System for dealing with employees
that addresses roles and results
4.Career-development system that supports efforts by employees to establish
themselves as individuals

Social Contributions
The Toyo Ink Group Philosophy System includes action guidelines espousing coexistence with the local community and good
citizenship. As the first step, in 1994 the
Group established a framework for activities
related to local communities, and activities
have been steadily carried out at each business location.
In 1998 the Toyo Ink Group Business Conduct Guidelines were established, delineating standards for employee actions contributing to society, promoting such actions,
and creating a new category for them in the
company award system. In fiscal 2004 the
award was won by a project devoted to the
development of a universal color system
addressing the needs of disabled people.

1.Basic principles for social contributions
The Toyo Ink Group contributes to society
through its business activities and, aware of
its role as a good corporate citizen within the
society, will actively participate in social activities.

(1) The Toyo Ink Group, aware that it is part
of the local community, will actively participate in and cooperate with local community initiatives and strive to develop
together with the community.
(2) The Toyo Ink Group will engage in social
activities that make good use of expertise
developed through its business activities,
in order to address social needs.
(3) The Toyo Ink Group will actively encourage and support volunteer activities by its
employees, in order to cultivate a corporate culture imbued with respect for
activities that contribute to society.

2.Purpose
By engaging in activities that contribute to
society, based on the Group’s business activities, Toyo Ink will strive to communicate
and coexist with local communities in order
to help create a sound and sustainable society.

3.Scope of activities
(1) Helping invigorate and develop local
communities

(2) Contributing to the development of education and culture
(3) Contributing to local environmental preservation activities

4.Framework for local community
activities
Our local community activities, which began
in 1994, use management resources for public
purposes in order to build trust in the community, and have been addressed to efforts
other than business activities.
In fiscal 2004, out of concern for the extent of
the impact of our business activities on the local community, we added efforts conducted
through our business activities, in an effort to
coexist with the local community more expansively.
The summary of community activities in
2004 illustrated below presents the new
framework and a summary of activities at
each business location.
All these activities are not carried out at every
business location; each location carries out
those activities to which it is best suited.

Summary of Community Activities in 2004

Efforts
conducted
through
business
activities
Environmental
Community
activity

Hiring part-time employees and temporary staff, commissioning services from local firms (internal and external orders), other activities

Local procurement

Supplementary manufacturing materials, uniforms,
protective equipment, office supplies, miscellaneous
daily goods, fuel, other items

Anti-pollution
activities

Reduction of NOx, SOx, and other emissions; activities to
eliminate engine idling; environmental monitoring; prevention of waste-water leakage; operation of natural-gas-powered bus for use within industrial complex, other activities

Environmentally
conscious activities

Tree planting and establishment of green zones; emphasizing scenery through attention to trimming and
signs, exterior walls, and fences; other activities

Interaction

Opening company facilities; supporting and taking
part in various types of events; hosting factory visits;
other

Dialogue

Public committee activities; participating in local government events, communicating with the community;
dispatching lecturers; other

Service activities

Company volunteers (local beautification campaigns,
blood donations, other)

Contributions

Donations and contributions (to social welfare organizations, local governments, elementary and middle
schools, fund-raising organizations, among others)

Social Initiatives

Economic
community
activities

Employment-related
community
activities

Community
activity

Collaborative
community
activities
Efforts
other than
through
business
activities
Community
contributions and
activities
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Social Initiatives
Coexisting with the Local Community
Certificate of appreciation for
disaster-response achievements

Social Initiatives

The Aoto Plant received a certificate of appreciation from Tokyo's Katsushika Ward
praising the plant's contributions to disasterresponse efforts.
The need for regional agreements and the
proper approach to coexistence between businesses and the surrounding communities are
important issues in responding to large-scale
disasters such as the Niigata-Chuetsu Earthquake. Toyo Ink's Aoto Plant has taken a
leading role in this regard, concluding agreements with Katsushika Ward, where the plant
is located, concerning the use of emergency
rescue equipment and the provision of emergency supplies in the event of a disaster.
When the plant was relocated, its stockpile of
emergency supplies was donated to the residents of the ward. It was the plant's basic attitude of good corporate citizenship and record
of positive efforts on behalf of the community
that won the community's esteem.

Katsushika Ward President Aoki and Plant Manager Shinohe (at right)

Participation in Kawagoe
Industrial Exhibition
Toyo Ink's Kawagoe plant took part in the
Kawagoe Industrial Exhibition, sponsored by
the city of Kawagoe, Saitama Prefecture,
where the plant is located. The exhibition,
first held in 1988, is intended as a venue for
interaction among Kawagoe's various businesses and manufacturers as well as an opportunity for businesses to engage in public-relations activities aimed at area residents. This
year's event, with its slogan “Industrial Exhibition '04: Longing to Return to Ko-Edo Kawagoe,” attracted the participation of 105 organizations.
The Toyo Ink booth featured a display of food
cans, colorful containers that were the final
products of the master batch, Dynacal Media
panels, sweets made with edible ink, and other products closely associated with the Kawa-
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goe Plant. Environmental reports were distributed at the booth, which also included
panel displays depicting the company's environmental efforts.

Local government in Tianjin,
China, presents Toyo Ink head office with certificate of achievement
From the time it was established, Tianjin
Toyo Ink Co., Ltd., our subsidiary in the Chinese city of Tianjin, has been China's largest
ink manufacturer. This year the government
of Tianjin presented Toyo Ink's head office
with a certificate of achievement noting that
Tianjin Toyo Ink's illustrious accomplishments in fiscal 2004 were the result of efforts
by local management as well as support from
Toyo Ink's head office in Japan and expressing appreciation for the efforts of Toyo Ink
staff temporarily posted to Tianjin.

Display at the Kawagoe Industrial Exhibition

Awarding of Kawagoe
Association President's Award
For many years the Fuji Factory has been active in river beautification efforts. The Shizuoka Prefecture River Association presented
Toyo Ink with its President's Award for these
efforts. It is not easy for a company to win the
award: among the 11 organizations presented
with it in fiscal 2004, Toyo Ink was the only
private company.
As part of our activities devoted to coexistence with the local community, since 1985
we have carried out concerted clean-up campaigns both within the facility and in the surrounding area. This includes cleaning up the
river that runs past the factory-removing refuse, picking weeds, and moving soil. Last
year a flock of spotbill ducks took up residence on the river, and we intend to keep the
river clean to encourage them to stay.

Environmental preservation
activities at Lake Biwa
Shiga Prefecture, the site of Japan's largest
lake, Lake Biwa, promotes environmentalpreservation activities, calling itself “the prefecture committed to the environment.” Toyo
Ink's Moriyama Plant, located in Konan, actively participates in local activities.
. As a member of the Konan-Koga Environmental Association, Toyo Ink studies the waterways leading from the plant to Lake Biwa
and cooperates in creating waterways.
. Toyo Ink also took part in a zero-trash campaign sponsored by the city of Moriyama in
May, a clean-up and beautification effort in
July on Lake Biwa Day, and other government-sponsored clean-up activities in the prefecture.

Award certificate
Waterway chart

Article from the newspaper
Shizuoka Shimbun
(July 8, 2004, Fuji-area morning edition)

Lake Biwa Day clean-up and
beautification activities

Communicating with Stakeholders
Communication on risks with
T Watch

Survey regarding concern over chemicals
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On November 3,2004, an environmental
communication session was held at Toyo
Ink's Kawagoe Plant. The event was sponsored by Kawagoe Kankyo Net, an organization made up of citizens of Kawagoe, environmental groups, and businesses, including
the Kawagoe Plant.
The 32 people attending the session included the leaders of six community associations in the area, managers from four local
businesses, and representatives from the
Kawagoe Environmental Preservation
Council, Kawagoe Kankyo Net, the Valdez
Society, the Western Saitama Society to
Protect Soil and Water, and other nongovernmental organizations, as well as environmental-safety personnel from the Minis-

tv

Environmental communication

Un

Risk-communication session with T Watch

try of the Environment and representatives
from Saitama Prefecture and the city of Kawagoe. Also in attendance were Professor
[first name here] Murayama of Waseda
University and Professor Tasuku Nakaguchi
of the Shibaura Institute of Technology.
At the end of the session a survey was conducted. The results revealed decreased concern over chemicals following the communication session.

No

The Toxic Watch Network (known as T
Watch), led by Shigeharu Nakachi, is a citizens' group established in April 2001. Its
membership includes environmental nongovernmental organizations concerned with
the Pollutant Release and Transfer Register
(PRTR) system, such as the World Wildlife
Fund Japan, the Citizens Committee on
Chemical Substances, the Valdez Society,
and the Japanese Consumers' Co-operative
Union.
Toyo Ink held a risk-communication session with eight T Watch members at its Kawagoe Plant on September 20, 2004. During the session, which lasted about an hour,
Toyo Ink's representatives presented an
overview of the Kawagoe Plant and environmental efforts by Toyo Ink as a whole,
explained the PRTR system, and provided
information about environmental activities
at the Kawagoe Plant. The visitors were
then given a tour of the factory and its incineration and wastewater treatment facilities. Afterward the two sides exchanged
views, and Toyo Ink's representatives answered questions about PRTR system and
other matters.

Before the session

After the session

Toyo Ink has made an effort to promote investor relations, communicating with stockholders and investors to provide them with a
better understanding of the Toyo Ink Group.
These efforts both fulfill our responsibility to
explain our activities to investors and stockholders and enable them to properly assess
the Group's corporate value.
The first activity emphasized as a venue for
communication with shareholders is the general shareholders' meeting. Many of our
shareholders attended this year's meeting,
which was held in June 2005. Throughout the
entire meeting, large-screen monitors were
used and care was taken to explain matters in
plain, courteous language, to ensure that all
shareholders would understand. Particular
care was taken to explain the overall situation
in each of the Group's business segments.
Toyo Ink also issues semiannual business reports to its shareholders, providing them with
a summary of the settlement of accounts.

General Shareholders' Meeting

In preparing these reports, we take care to
provide detailed explanations of overall business conditions and make effective use of
charts and graphs to ensure that the content is
easy to understand. We also include color-coded columns and other features intended to
instill a sense of familiarity with the Toyo Ink
Group.
We also hold biannual results briefings as an
additional venue for communication with investors, securities analysts, and the media.
At the briefing in May 2005 company representatives offered explanations and answered questions about conditions surrounding the settlement of accounts and our research

and development strategies. At these briefings our representatives provide an overall
account of business activities for the first half
of the year and the whole year, respectively,
and discuss future directions and the outlook
for the Group. In terms of overall investor relations, by holding these briefing more frequently and improving the quality of the information presented, we have provided a
better understanding of the Toyo Ink Group.
In the interest of the proper disclosure of relevant information, the materials used at the
briefings are immediately posted on the company website.
We also hold investor-relations meetings separate from the results briefings. These are primarily conducted by the Public Relations Office and entail briefing investors on account
settlements and explaining our business results. Information on the settlement of accounts is also disclosed to the Tokyo Stock
Exchange in a timely manner, and relevant
documents are also posted in both Japanese
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Social Initiatives

Communication with
stockholders and investors

Social Initiatives
Risk Management
Risk management objectives

Risk management system

1.Ensuring earnings
We can minimize costs arising from and
deal effectively with unforeseen damage
or loss caused by risks associated with
various aspects of business activities, and
stabilize earnings.
2.Establishing societal confidence
As a company that must exist as a member of society, we can help fulfill our societal responsibilities by practicing proper
risk management.

The Toyo Ink Group's risk management
system consists of the Risk Management
Committee, which is the promoting body,
and the Risk Management Subcommittee,
which is the implementing body.
*The Risk Management Subcommittee became active when the Corporate Social Responsibility Committee was established.

Basic principles
1.We are governed by the Toyo Ink Group
Business Conduct Guidelines.
2.We will constantly emphasize activities
that prevent risks.
3.We will make effective use of the riskprevention functions incorporated into
our existing organization and systems.
4.We will create risk management organizations for each category of major risk.

Major activities in fiscal 2004
1.Risk Management Committee
The committee established risk management regulations and clarified the management system in order to conduct risk
management in an organized manner. It
also conducted companywide risk surveys.
2.New 67 Committee (earthquake measures)
As the emergency headquarters in the
event of a Tokai earthquake, the committee conducted more pragmatic deliberations. In March 2005 it prepared an emer-

gency headquarters manual.
3.Overseas Risk Management Committee
The committee conducted risk surveys for
the Group's overseas locations and prepared manuals on safety overseas, including an overseas travel manual.
4.Environmental Network Council
The council established the Subcommittee
on Measures to Prevent Soil and Groundwater Contamination and conducted soilcontamination surveys at all business locations, including those overseas.
5.Bankruptcy Risk Subcommittee
The subcommittee has established creditmanagement standards and conducts ongoing monitoring activities.
6.Inventory Risk Subcommittee
The subcommittee merely confirmed policies, while concrete measures were implemented by the existing Inventory Committee.

Social Initiatives

Information Security
Measures to protect
information assets1.

System for protecting personal
information

1.We have taken steps to ensure continuous
operation in the event of an earthquake,
lightning strike, or other unforeseen disaster, in order to ensure that the critical core
systems handling information throughout
the Group are protected.
2.We have implemented forceful security
measures in all Group locations to deal
with external threats exemplified by computer viruses and the like.

A new law protecting personal information
took effect in Japan on April 1, 2005. In
keeping with the new law, Toyo Ink posted
its policy for protecting personal information
on the company website. We also appointed
personal-information managers in each business division to provide a system of internal
controls and presented explanatory sessions
and other educational activities.

Information-security measures
1. We have a Groupwide information-security system in place, encompassing the establishment of an Information Security Office,
the appointment of information-security
managers within each business division,
and a management system ensuring cooperation among business divisions in Japan.
2. We have improved security by providing
internal guidelines based on the relevant
rules and offering explanatory sessions and
other educational activities.
3. We have continually improved the Toyo
Ink Group network, controls on system access, and other technological safety measures.
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Makeup of the
Risk Management Committee (fiscal 2004)

<Role>
1.Identify and respond to new risks.
2.Establish emergency-response systems.
3.Establish and put in place risk-management systems.
4.Support risk-management activities by
each business division.
5.Report on social aspects of responses to
risks affecting multiple business divi-

Risk Management
teering Committee

Information Security Office

Secretariat
General Affairs Department

New 67 Committee

<Makeup>
Executives in charge of risk management
General Affairs Manager
Legal Affairs Manager
Ecology Center Director
Auditing Office Manager
Information Systems Manager
Administrative Director, International
Headquarters
<Convened>
Monthly

Overseas
Risk Management Committee
Environmental Network Council

Bankruptcy Risk Subcommittee

Inventory Risk Subcommittee

CSR Activities as a Foundation for Business
Efforts in the area of
universal design
As part of our CSR efforts conducted though
business activities, Toyo Ink's CNK Marketing Division has been working to popularize
color technology that supports the movement known as universal design.
In the future, efforts by businesses to promote universal design may be just as important as environmental efforts. In considering
how we can contribute to this movement,
Toyo Ink has reached the conclusion that
color-related technology is the area in which
we can make best use of our strengths as a
manufacturer of color materials, and that we
will focus on addressing the needs of people
with impaired color vision.
In Japan there are over 3 million people with
impaired color vision, who are variously referred to as “color blind” or “color weak.”
The condition is particularly prevalent
among males, one in five of whom are said
to have it. Because people with impaired
color vision have trouble differentiating colors in certain combinations, displays of information that rely on colors alone often
cause problems for them.
Toyo Ink's Digital Media Laboratory has developed color-conversion technology designed to meet the needs of people with impaired color vision. Using this technology,

anyone can automatically identify color
combinations that may be difficult for people with impaired color vision to differentiate and easily convert them into colors that
can be differentiated.
The technology that automatically converts
hard-to-differentiate colors into colors that
can be differentiated is Toyo Ink's own invention. It is expected to be widely useful in
printing, Web design, signs and displays,
product design, and other fields.

As part of these activities, we have presented proposals, primarily aimed at local governments and manufacturers, about addressing the needs of people with impaired color
vision and encouraging the use if a specific
color-vision universal-design tool.
By incorporating the color-vision universaldesign tool into our color-sample book, Color Finder, and color products such as the

marking film DYNACAL, used in the sign
industry, we have established this innovation's relevance to our business activities.

In addition to these activities, Toyo Ink
strives to elicit broader interest in universal
design and improve its brand status through
membership in the International Association
for Universal Design and interaction with
various nonprofit organizations.
Through these activities, we have secured a
new point of contact with local governments, businesses in various industries, and
consumer groups and other organizations,
and this will enable us to seek out new needs
within the realm of universal design. In the
future we expect to undertake the challenge
of taking this information and creating
mechanisms that lead to the actual development of new products and technologies.

Toyo Ink contributes to society by providing
our customers with superior products. We
also seek to have mutually beneficial relationships with our suppliers, engaging them
as our partners in a win-win equation.
Toyo Ink has established rules, based on the
assumption of open, honest, and fair purchasing transactions, for the Purchasing Department within its Supply Chain Management Division. These include the Business
Conduct Guidelines, which deal with our social responsibilities, as well as rules for the
purchasing of raw materials. We also educate employees involved in purchasing about
the Anti-monopoly Law, the Act against Delay in Payment of Subcontract Proceeds and
the Like to Subcontractors, and other laws,
striving to provide them with a thorough understanding of these issues in order to ensure
compliance in the conduct of fair and honest
transactions.
To ensure that this basic attitude is concrete-

ly reflected in daily purchasing activities, we
have formulated seven procurement principles and ten standards for selecting suppliers, and pursue fair purchasing activities on
this basis.

Procurement Principles
The Procurement Principles call for selecting suppliers based on clear, rational
standards, such as product quality, price, delivery terms, and the company's creditability.
They include the principles of honesty and
fairness, which require pledging to make
opportunities for supplier transactions open
to all Japanese and foreign suppliers equally; maintaining confidentiality in protecting
supplier information; propriety in purchasing activities, which forbids employees
from having any personal stake in a purchasing activity, and maintaining and improving the global environment, which
calls for purchasing activities that help

bring about a sustainable society.

Standards for selecting suppliers
To raise the value of the products we provide to our customers, the efforts of the
Toyo Ink Group are essential and so is the
cooperation of our suppliers on environmental and social issues. We require our
suppliers, who are fairly and honestly selected based on rational standards set forth
in our rules for evaluating potential suppliers, to improve product quality, reduce environmental impact, and thoroughly observe all legal requirements. Together with
our suppliers, we pursue procurement activities conducted from the standpoint of corporate social responsibility.
We use questionnaires to monitor our suppliers' concern for environmental and social
responsibilities at the start and end of any
transaction, and we keep supplier ledgers in
which we record the findings.
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Social Initiatives

Socially Responsible Procurement

Environmental Initiatives

-Environmental Management System-

Environmental Management System
Environment and Safety Basic Principles and Action Policies
In 1973 Toyo Ink established a department
devoted to measures to improve the environment and began organized efforts to reduce the company's environmental impact.
Later, in 1990, we established companywide rules for managing environmental
safety. Toyo Ink joined the Japan Responsible Care Council in 1995, the organization's
inaugural year, and began its Responsible
Care activities.
In June 1996, based on “Take Off 2007,” its
corporate vision, the Toyo Ink Group established its Environmental Charter and Action
Policies, which express its basic environ-

mental policy and embrace the concept of
sustainable development.
In April 1999 Toyo Ink established an Ecology Center within the company's headquarters. In order to promote active efforts by
all the business divisions within the Group,
the company revised its Environmental
Management System, focusing on the Ecology Center, established a Groupwide organization and system, and inaugurated a new
Environmental Management System in April 2000.
In April 2005 Toyo Ink created a CSR
Committee, established an Environment

and Safety Subcommittee within its CSR
promotion system, and promoted the Environmental Management System.
In May 2005, in accordance with the establishment of its CSR Charter and Action Policies, the Toyo Ink Group revised its Environmental Charter and Action Policies
and produced its Environment and Safety
Principles.
By promoting responsible-care activities as
deeper-level activities, chiefly through its
CSR Committee, the Toyo Ink Group seeks
to realize its Environment and Safety Principles and Action Policies.

Toyo Ink Group Environmental and Safety Principles
Since its establishment, the Toyo Ink Group has strived to enrich people's daily lives through the development
of color. In carrying out its business activities, the Toyo Ink Group has always committed itself to ensuring
safe and sound operations with its reliable products and services, protecting health and safety, preserving the
global environment, conserving energy and natural resources, and maintaining harmony with local communities, as well as strictly complying with national and international regulations.

Environmental Initiatives

In the future, based on the international principle of sustainable development, the Toyo Ink Group will endeavor to continually improve its operations with respect for the Toyo Ink Group CSR Charter and the perspective
of every stakeholder, and to make further efforts to fulfill its social responsibilities.

Environmental and Safety Action Policies
.As a member of society, each employee of the Toyo Ink Group will contribute to society with a clear awareness of environmental issues.
.The Toyo Ink Group will develop and provide products while taking into consideration their effect on people's
health and the environment.
.The Toyo Ink Group will make strenuous efforts to ensure the safety and security of its operations and to reduce its environmental impact by conserving resources and energy in production activities.
.The Toyo Ink Group will actively provide information about its products, the environment, and safety, and
strive to fully communicate with all customers, local communities, and citizens seeking to improve their environment, safety, and health.
.The Toyo Ink Group will strictly adhere to laws and regulations and cooperate with administrative policies
while promoting harmonious, international efforts to address global environmental issues.
Established: June 1996
Revised: May 2005

Kunio Sakuma President, CEO
Toyo Ink Mfg. Co., Ltd.
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Responsible Care and ISO 14001
Toyo Ink has combined Responsible Care
activities and ISO 14001 efforts and seeks
continuing improvements. By promoting
Responsible Care activities, Toyo Ink
strives to realize its Environmental and
Safety Principles and Action Policies, and
we use the ISO 14001 mechanism as a tool
to promote environmental protection.
Toyo Ink has included environmental concerns among its Group management principles since fiscal 2000, promoting environmental management aimed at decreasing
environmental impact, avoiding risks, and
generating environmental business. It is
necessary to make continuing progress in
promoting environmental management each
year to achieve our corporate vision, Take
Off 2007, by the year 2007. One means of
doing this is the Responsible Care activities
we have pursued since 1995. We consider
Responsible Care to be a major component
of our Environmental Management System.
At present, we are making continuing improvements in seven areas of responsible
care, primarily at Toyo Ink's own manufac-

turing facilities and factories as well as its
production-related affiliates in Japan. The
seven areas are the management system, environmental protection, safety and accident
prevention, occupational health and safety,
distribution safety, chemicals and chemicalproduct safety, and dialogue with the community.
Activities based on the Responsible Care
approach are also spreading to our production-related affiliates overseas, which are
conducting self-checks based on customized
survey forms and undergoing inspections.
ISO 14001 is the international standard for
environmental management systems. Unlike
Responsible Care activities, the ISO 14001
system entails certification, registration,
and maintenance through inspections performed by third parties (inspection and registration agencies).
ISO 14001, which addresses environmentalprotection activities, is devoted to continuing improvements and pollution prevention
through the implementation of the plan-docheck-act cycle. The goals and the mecha-

nism are the same as those for Responsible
Care activities.
Most of Toyo Ink's business locations, including those overseas, carry out their activities based on ISO 14001 standards. We
will actively promote the acquisition of ISO
14001 certification by each of our business
locations, including those overseas.
Toyo Ink regards ISO 14001 as a vital tool
in our management system. We recognize
the validity of the procedures required for
establishing an ISO 14001-compliant system, such as environmental-impact assessments, identification of environmental aspects and setting of targets and goals, and
reviews by upper management. We believe
these procedures also apply to continuing
improvements in areas not covered by the
environmental-protection activities required
by Responsible Care, and we intend to expand our ISO 14001 procedures in the future.

Toyo Ink's Implementation of Responsible Care

Message from the President

Environmental Initiatives

Responsible Care
Formulation of Environmental
and Safety Principles

Implementation of corrective measures, revision of action plan
for the following fiscal year

Establishment of Environment and Safety Principles and
Action Guidelines (May 2005)

ACT

Preparation of report
. Responsible Care implementation reports
. Responsible Care internal audit

Formulation of Action Plan

CHECK

PLAN

certification form
. Performance-indicator table

. Preparation of Toyo Ink's Groupwide
Responsible Care Action Plan
. Preparation of action plan for
each business location

DO
Evaluation of results of internal audits
. Implementation of Responsible Care internal
audits (Using independently prepared
Responsible Care internal-audit evaluation forms)
. Feedback from each business location on points
raised in evaluation and audit report

Implementation

Announcement of resultu of
activities Preparation of social
communication reports

. Toyo Ink Social and Environmental Report
. Responsible Care Report issued
by the Japan Association for Responsible Care
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-Environmental Management System-

Environmental Impact Mass Balance

Input

Output

Energy

CO 2
Volume of CO2 emissions
(derived from energy sources)
21,437ton

Electricity 83.57million kWh
Heavy
fuel oil A
5,266k liter
Liquid
petroleum gas
198ton
Municipal gas
10,440ton

Raw
materials
Solvent

58,398 ton

Resin

61,119 ton

Pigment

29,847 ton

Other

62,813 ton

4 manufacturing plants
2 factories

Chemicals
Chemicals

94.2ton

*Here “chemicals” refers to any of a
group of 480 substances combining
the Category 1 chemicals defined
in the PRTR Law and substances
designated by the Japan Chemical
Industry Association.

212,177 ton
Total
(amounts regarded as chemicals:
65,684 ton)

Wastewater

Products
189,364 ton

Environmental Initiatives

Supplementary
materials
Drums

6,273 ton

Five-gallon drums

2,808 ton

Other metal
containers
Total

2,066 ton
11,147 ton

Water

Water supplied

230,000 m3

Industrial-use water 20,000 m3
Groundwater

2.9 million m3

Total

3.15 million m2

. Ink
. Paint and varnish
. Resins, gums, and adhesives
. Coating materials
. Chemical products
. Colorants
. Display materials

Wastewater

2.54 million m3

Environmental
pollutant
SOx emissions
NOx emissions
Particulates
COD emissions

6.8 ton
39.6 ton
0.9 ton
94.2 ton

Waste
material
Volume of waste
material generated 16,809 ton
Volume of waste for
landfill disposal

386 ton

Note: Figures shown are fiscal 2004 figures for Toyo Ink itself.
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Organization of the Environmental and Safety Management System

President

CSR Committee
CSR
Committee meetings

CSR Secretariat

Environmental and
Safety Subcommittee

Environmental
Base Network
Energy Conservation
Subcommittee

Energy conservation

P32

Resource Conservation
Subcommittee

Zero emissions

P33

Risk managemen

P11

Occupational health
and safety

P11

Safety
Subcommittee

Safety and
accident prevention
Static Electricity
Subcommittee

Environmental and
Safety working
meetings
Meetings at which the Environmental and Safety Subcommittee
discusses and formulates policies
and strategies related to the environment and safety.

Environmental
Business Network

Cooperative
Projects
Ecology Center
Organization appointed to operate
the Groupwide Environmental
and Safety Management System.

Chemical Substances
Subcommittee
Environmental
Conference
Groupwide conference on the environment and safety. Participants
include the President, division directors, manufacturing facility
managers, factory managers, and
representatives from productionrelated affiliates. The participants
review environmental goals and
targets and discuss Groupwide environmental and safety strategies.

Soil and Groundwater
Contamination
Countermeasures
Subcommittee
ISO
Subcommittee

Environmentally
friendly products

P27

Environmental labels

P27

Product-risk management

P26

Environmental accounting

P24

Environmental education

P30

Environmental
communication

P15

Chemical management

P26

Material Safety Data
Sheets (MSDS)

P26

Pollutant Release and
Transfer Register (PRTR)

P26

Measures to prevent soil and
groundwater contamination

P28

Environmental Initiatives

Environmental and
Safety Executive

Static electricity safety

P31
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-Environmental Management System-

Environmental Goals, Environmental Objectives and
Achievements in Fiscal 2004, and Environmental Objectives for Fiscal 2005
Toyo Ink adopted a new Environmental
Management System in April 2000. The
company treated the goals of its Environmental Charter and Action Policies as its
environmental policy, which a company
must have to obtain ISO 14001 certification, and set goals and objectives for the
Environmental Charter and Action Policies.

The company strives to keep its employee
informed and thoroughly aware of these
goals and works to achieve them.
At its fifth Groupwide Environmental Conference, held in February 2005, Toyo Ink
confirmed that it will continue to its pursuit
of these environmental goals. February
2005 also saw the first observance of En-

Environmental goals (targets to be achieved in fiscal 2006)

vironment and Safety Month, for which the
company prepared and distributed the
Green Book, an internal environmental report, to its employees. Posters bearing the
slogan “Responsible Care: Coexistence with
Society and the Environment—Go Deeper”
were distributed to and displayed in each
workplace.

Fiscal 2004 environmental objectives

Management system
. Obtain ISO 14001 certification for all Toyo Ink business locations by fiscal 2006 and
promote continuing improvements.
. Obtain ISO 14001 certification for production-related affiliates in Japan and overseas

. Promote acquisition of ISO 14001 certification for Toyo Ink non-production-related
business locations.
. Revise social aspects of policies and targets related to the environmental and Responsi-

by fiscal 2006 and promote continuing improvements.
. Establish ISO 14001-based environment management systems at domestic and overseas non-production-related affiliates and promote continuing improvements.

ble Care framework.
. Carry out environmental accounting using Ministry of the Environment guidelines and
Japan Responsible Care Council guidelines and publicize environmental-protection
costs, effects, and economic effects.
. Work to improve the Eco-conscious Efficiency Index and continually publicize results.

Education and social contributions
. Establish an education system based on Responsible Care to increase environmental
awareness among employees and promote unified Groupwide environmental-protection activities.
. Actively interact with local communities and strive for harmonious coexistence.

. Promote educational activities based on Responsible Care and confirm results through
Responsible Care audits and similar activities.
. Have each Toyo Ink manufacturing base and production-related affiliate issue site reports on the environment, safety, health, local interaction, and social contributions and
the like, to help educate employees and promote local interaction.

Environmental business activities

Environmental Initiatives

. Increase sales of environmentally friendly products to exceed 40% of net product sales
by fiscal 2006, thereby improving the profit structure and helping to establish Toyo
Ink as the top brand.
. Reduce product risks.

. Increase net sales of environmentally friendly products by 10% compared to fiscal
2003.
. Improve the management of chemicals (prohibited-use and restricted-use substances),
link this effort to product-risk management, and address regulations governing automobile and electric appliance manufacturers.

Manufacturing facility and plant activities
. Reduce CO2 emissions at Toyo Ink manufacturing facilities and factories to fiscal 1990
levels by fiscal 2006.
. Reduce the volume of waste material generated and promote recycling. Achieve zero
emissions at Toyo Ink manufacturing facilities and factories as well as production-related affiliates in Japan by fiscal 2005.
. Eliminate all incinerators at Toyo Ink manufacturing facilities and factories, including
the large incinerator at the Kawagoe Plant, as well as at production-related affiliates in
Japan.
. Establish systems to prevent environmental pollution and work to eliminate leakage.
. Establish systems to ensure worker safety and prevent accidents in an effort to eliminate serious fires and industrial accidents.

. Reduce CO2 emissions by 500 tons compared to fiscal 2003.
. Improve checking and monitoring of energy used and CO2 emissions and make appropriate corrections.
. Reduce volume of permanently disposed industrial waste by 25% compared to 2003.
Complete plans for recycling at the Fuji Plant and Kawagoe Plant promote reduction
of permanently disposed waste.
. Promote water recycling and work to conserve on water resources.
. Follow up on plans for improvements at four facilities where layout surveys were conducted and conduct surveys on more facilities. Promote preventive maintenance and
reduce the number of industrial accidents to 2002 levels.

Communicating risks and preventing health problems caused by chemicals
. Work to improve communication of risks related to health, safety, and the environment.
. Promote proper management of chemicals.

. Convert the Environmental Report into the Social and Environmental Report and expand the social-responsibility dimension of the publication.
. Reduce emissions of chemicals to achieve a 50% reduction (compared to 2001) by fiscal 2006.

Observance of legal obligations, international cooperation
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. Improve mechanisms ensuring observance of legal obligations.

. Establish a Compliance Improvement Month and work to improve awareness.

. Incorporate environmental management systems at overseas affiliates.

. Encourage overseas affiliates to obtain ISO 14001 certification and expand performance data.

Fiscal 2004 achievements

Achieve- Page
ment

Fiscal 2005 environmental objectives

Management system
. One non-production-related affiliate in Japan in the process of obtaining
ISO 14001 certification; one production-related affiliate overseas obtained
ISO 14001 certification.
. The Environmental Charter was revised to bring it in line with the CSR

31
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Charter and Action Guideline system and replaced with the Environment
and Safety Basic Principles.
. Environmental accounting was conducted in accordance with environmental accounting guidelines; environmental costs, environment and safety effects, and economic effects were announced.
. The Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index was raised by 0.7 points over the fig-
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. Promote acquisition of ISO 14001 certification for Toyo Ink non-production-related business locations.
. Expand the scope of environmental accounting to include figures for
production-related affiliates in Japan. Work to increase and expand material effects and economic effects.
. Work to raise the Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index, which serves as an
indicator of environmental management, and continue to announce index results.
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ure for 2003.

Education and social contributions
. Conducted Responsible Care audits and confirmed the status of educational
and training activities. Conducted educational activities in February in observance of Environment and Safety Month.
. Manufacturing facilities and production-related affiliates in Japan published

11
30
30

. Promote Responsible Care–based education and conduct Responsible
Care audits to ascertain results. Investigate the use of new educational
tools, such as e-learning.
. Have all Toyo Ink manufacturing facilities and factories, as well as production-related affiliates in Japan, publish site reports on the environment, safety, health, interaction with the local community, and social
contributions, to help educate employees and promote interaction with
local communities.

site reports.

Environmental business activities
. Sales of environmentally friendly products rose 13% compared to fiscal
2003, accounting for 43% of Group product sales.
. Thoroughly reduced and controlled prohibited and restricted chemicals.
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. Increase net sales of environmentally friendly products by 10% compared to fiscal 2004.
. Cultivate and establish new environmentally friendly businesses and

. Rapidly addressed regulations governing the electric appliance, electronics,
and automobile industries (including Sony).
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products, based on life-cycle assessments.
. Strengthen controls on prohibited and restricted chemicals and address
regulations governing electronics and automobile-related manufacturers.
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. Reduce CO2 emissions by 2% compared to fiscal 2004.

33

. Improve interim checking and monitoring of energy usage and CO2
emissions and take appropriate corrective measures.
. Reduce the volume of waste sent to landfills by 40% compared to fiscal

34
11

2004. Expand recycling plans at the Fuji Plant and Kawagoe Plant and
encourage efforts to reduce the volume of waste for landfill disposal.

Manufacturing facility and factory activities
. Increased by 22 tons compare to fiscal 2003; the targeted 500-ton reduction
. Reduced volume of waste for landfill disposal by 26.8% compared to fiscal
2003.
. Water usage declined by 7% compared to the previous fiscal year.
. Layout surveys were followed up on an ongoing basis and new layout surveys were carried out at production-related affiliates in Japan. Industrial
accidents declined below the figure for the previous year to the fiscal 2002
level.

. Promote water recycling and work to conserve on water resources.
. Improve Responsible Care audits, follow up plans for improvements
based on the results of layout surveys and reduce the number of industrial accidents to below the 2004 total. Conduct audits at overseas production facilities and improve their self-auditing capabilities.

Communicating risks and preventing health problems caused by
chemicals
. Published the fiscal 2004 edition of the Social and Environmental Report,
with increased attention to corporate social responsibility, in August.
. Emissions of chemicals increased by 11.1 tons compared to fiscal 2003.

30
34

. Expand the Environmental and Social Report to include information on
the Company’s social activities and issue the report under the new title
Social & Environmental Report.
. Reduce emissions of chemicals by 50% (compared to 2001) by fiscal
2006.

Observance laws, international cooperation
. Published a collection of model cases in November in observance of Compliance Improvement Month. Displayed posters to raise employee awareness.
. Further increased the number of newly certified companies.

9

32

. Raise awareness of compliance by establishing a Compliance Improvement Month.
. Expand performance data by encouraging overseas affiliates to obtain
ISO 14001 certification.

Achievement of target:

:100% or more

:Nearly 100%

:50% or more

:Under 50%
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remains to be achieved.

Environmental Initiatives

-Environmental Management System-

Environmental Accounting
Toyo Ink introduced environmental accounting into its operations in fiscal 1999 and has
included environmental accounting information in its environmental reports since fiscal
2000. Our environmental accounting calculations and classification scheme for fiscal
2004 are governed by the following guidelines.
 The Ministry of the Environment’s Environmental Accounting Guidelines 2005 and the
Japan Responsible Care Council’s Environmental Accounting Guidelines for Chemical
Companies served as references for the
preparation of data.
The following are the principal findings of
our environmental accounting in fiscal
2004.
1.Environmental costs
 As in the previous year, no major expenditures were required for capital investment,
which amounted to 70% of the fiscal 2003
figure.

 Costs within business area, upstream and
downstream costs, and management costs
declined compared to the previous fiscal
year, thanks to greater efficiency.
 Research facilities and business divisions
continued to be active in the area of research and development. The company has
actively promoted the development of environmentally friendly technology, and
there was a slight overall increase in research and development costs.
 In the area of environmental-damage costs,
the expenditure of over ¥1 billion for soil
remediation costs arising from the sale of
land in the Aoto area of Tokyo was completed at the end of March 2005.
2.Quantitative effects of environmental
protection
 The quantitative effects of environmental
protection were calculated by comparing
all production data for the previous fiscal
year with that for the current year. The pro-

1. Environmental costs

duction quantity for the year was determined to be 1.124 times that of last year.
The volume of waste for landfill disposal
declined again, as it did last year, producing a major effect. Other indices, apart
from those concerned with PRTR substances, declined as well.
3.Economic effects
Sales of environmentally friendly products
increased 13% compared to the previous
fiscal year, well beyond the 10% target.
The operating profit margin for Toyo Ink
alone was 3.5%, a major increase compared to the previous year. The company
earned over ¥2 billion in profit, twice as
much as the previous year.
The effect of conservation of resources was
greater than for the previous fiscal year.
The overall effect was worth ¥2,367 million, a very favorable 57% increase compared to the previous year.
The scope of environmental accounting is

Period: April 1, 2004 to March 31, 2005 Companies included: Toyo Ink (Unit: ¥ million)

Fiscal 2004
Category

Major activities

Costs within business area
Breakdown

Environmental Initiatives

Costs

Investments

Costs

291

1,222

417

1,499

132

435

223

594

Pollution prevention

Investments and management and maintenance related to pollution prevention

Global environmental protection

Investments and management and maintenance related to global environmental protection

63

173

155

193

Resource recycling

Investments and management and maintenance related to resource recycling

96

614

39

712

Upstream and downstream costs

Expenses incurred through product and product-container recycling

8

82

1

144

Environmental management

Expenses arising from environmental management, environmental publicity, and environmental education

2

447

0

463

47

1,655

86

1,631

Research and development
Breakdown

Fiscal 2003

Investments

Product development

Personnel costs, operating costs, and trial capital investment for the development of environmentally friendly products

Technology development

Personnel costs, operating costs, and trial capital investment for the development of environmentally friendly technology

Social activities
Environmental damage

7

1,250

59

1,340

40

415

27

291

Contributions to support local environmental activities and organizations

0

1

0

1

Soil remediation costs

0

1,080

0

32

348

4,497

504

3,770

Total

2. Direct quantitative effects of environmental preservation (within business area)

(Note: Total research and development costs for the period were ¥6.727 billion.)
Companies included:Toyo Ink only

Index indicating the effect of environmental protection
Description

1. Effects related to resources
used in operations

2. Effects related to environmental
burden and waste from
business-activity emissions

Category

Fiscal 2004

Fiscal 2003

ndex value

Total energy used (crude-oil equivalent: x 1,000 kilo liter)

41.3

44.4

8.6

Volume of water resources used (x 10,000 m )

315

339

71

Volume of PRTR- and JCIA-designated chemicals handled (x 1,000 ton)

65.7

63.9

6.1

CO2 emissions (x 1,000 ton-C)

21.4

21.4

2.6

Emissions of PRTR- and JCIA-designated substances (ton)

94.2

83.1

0.8

Total volume of wastewater (x 10,000 m3)

254

278

58

Volume of waste generated (x 1,000 ton)

16.8

17.1

2.4

Volume of waste sent to landfills (ton)

386

527

206

SOx emissions (ton)

6.8

6.7

0.7

NOx emissions (ton)

39.6

46.0

12.1

3

Particulate emissions (ton)
COD emissions (ton)

0.9

1.5

0.8

94.2

99.4

17.5

Note: Direct quantitative effects of environmental protection activities are calculated by comparing data for the year with data for the previous fiscal year, with adjustments for production quantity.
Formula: Index value = environmental burden for previous fiscal period x (production quantity for current fiscal period ÷ production quantity for previous fiscal period) – environmental burden for current fiscal period
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3. Economic Effects

Companies included: Toyo Ink only(¥ million)

Category

Definitions of data items included in calculations and details

Fiscal 2004

1. Sale of valuable resources

Revenue from sales of used containers, etc.

2. Energy conservation

Total effect of energy-conservation activities at various business locations calculated as a monetary amount.

3. Resource conservation
4. Recycling of containers, etc.
5. Reduction of waste-disposal costs

Effects of cost reductions due to decreased waste

6. Environmental business

Total profits from products registered as environmentally friendly products (see note)

Fiscal 2003

3

5

48

97

Effects of reduced usage of resources in terms of improved yield, etc.

222

167

Effects of reusing product containers and promoting the use of tanks

32

201

Total environmental effects

32

39

2,030

1,000

2,367

1,509

Note: The operating profit margin was calculated based on net sales of environmentally friendly products.

Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index
Toyo Ink considers it a vital task to promote
environmental management by reducing our
environmental impact and providing environmentally friendly products and services. In
fiscal 2002 we adopted indices that reveal the
status of reductions in overall environmental
impact and progress in environmental management.
In fiscal 2002 Toyo Ink devised the Integrated
Environmental Impact Index to calculate environmental impact, which is weighted to account for the company’s unique attributes.
Using this device, we can express the extent

erence year. This represents a 0.7 point increase compared to the previous fiscal year.
In fiscal 2003, Toyo Ink’s Integrated Environmental Impact Index was 63.7, 1.9 points
lower than on the figure for the previous year.
The index for sales of environmentally
friendly products was 13% higher than that
for the previous fiscal year.
Toyo Ink uses the Eco-Conscious Efficiency
Index to assess the progress of environmentally friendly management. We will work to
raise the Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index value in the future.

to which environmental impact has decreased
in comparison to fiscal 2000 figures. A lower
index value signifies a lesser integrated environmental impact from CO2 emissions, emissions of harmful chemicals, and other factors.
The Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index is used
an indicator of the effectiveness of environmental management efforts. Formula A below
is used to calculate this index. A higher index
value signifies greater progress in environmental management. The Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index for fiscal 2004 was 4.7 times
greater than the figure for fiscal 2000, the ref-

Relative weight assigned to factors contributing to Toyo Ink s environmental impact
Major environmental
impact

Relative weight assigned by
Toyo Ink

Indicator of environmental impact
2

CO emissions

30%

Increase in waste

Volume of waste for landfill disposal

20%

Water pollution

COD emissions

10%

Air pollution

NOx and SOx emissions

10%

Increase in harmful chemicals Emissions of PRTR-designated substances

Formula A: Eco-Conscious Efficiency
Index of sales of environmentally friendly products*
Eco-Conscious
Efficiency Index=
Integrated Environmental Impact Index
*Index based on net sales of environmentally friendly products in fiscal 2000.

30%

Trends in the Index for Sales of Environmentally Friendly
Products and Integrated Environmental Impact Index
350
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Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index
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100
250

4.7

100
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Global warming

65.6

3.7
3

63.7

150

60

100

40

2.4

2
100
50

20

65

1
1.0
0.6

0

0
2004
(Fiscal
year)
Index for Sales of Environmentally Friendly Products
Integrated Environmental Impact Index
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

0

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004
(Fiscal year)

Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index
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Proper Management of Chemicals and Product-Risk Management
Toyo Ink thoroughly controls the chemicals
contained in its products and strives to prevent product risks. We established rules for
chemical-risk management, based on evaluations of chemical risks, and put them into
effect on May 1, 2003. By identifying the
prohibited and restricted chemicals we use
and promoting proper management of chemicals, Toyo Ink prevents risks to customers
and the environment from our products. Our
objective is to fulfill our societal responsibilities and meet our customers’ needs.
Based on assessments concerning the level
of hazard, exposure, risk, and the risk management process, chemicals that may have
an impact on the environment are subject to
three levels of control: prohibited use, restricted use, and proper management.
The use of “Toyo Ink prohibited substances” is unconditionally prohibited. We are

working to eliminate “Toyo Ink restricteduse substances” (category 1 and 2) by a
specified deadline and strive to reduce the
amounts contained in products. The use of
substances designated for “proper management” depends on the product, delivery destination, and availability of alternatives.
Major electric appliance, electronics, and
computer manufacturers have established the
Japan Green Procurement Survey Standardization Initiative and compiles guidelines on
regulating harmful chemicals. Various companies have established their own greenprocurement standards.
Toyo Ink has actively responded to requests
from various firms and promoted the development of “green” materials, processes, and
products. For these efforts, Toyo Ink manufacturing facilities in Japan and overseas
(four in Japan and three overseas) have

Product-Risk Management

Prevent risk

Definition of product risk

After disposal
(information networks)

1.The possibility that large numbers of
consumers may be affected by complaints made directly or indirectly by
ordinary consumers concerning finished products that incorporate products produced by Toyo Ink.

Management of chemicals
. Chemical-risk assessment
. Chemical-risk management
. PRTR

Risk communication

Green procurement

Environmental Initiatives

. Product-information disclosure
(MSDS, etc.)
. Sharing of information with
communities
. Emissions and simulations

Residents’
environmental
awareness

been certified as “Green Partners” by Sony
Co., Ltd. Recertification audits were conducted in March 2005 (six facilities performed self-audits and one underwent an
inspection audit), and the screening committee, meeting in mid-April, determined
that all seven facilities were qualified. We
intend to have other overseas facilities certified in the future.
We will also comply with the European Union RoHS Directive, which takes effect on
July 1, 2006.
Automobile manufacturers are also promoting the development of “green” products to
replace harmful heavy metals, in order to
comply with the European Union’s directives concerning end-of-life vehicles-automobiles that are no longer usable. Toyo Ink
is actively cooperating with these automobile makers as well.

. Prohibited-use substances
. Restricted-use substances

Development of regimens
.Reduction of harmful
substances, use of alternatives
. Product-risk assessment

. Customers’ business
attitudes
. Requests for
low-environmentalimpact materials
(e.g., Sony)

2.The possibility that a major safety-related problem could arise due to a
complaint concerning safety, health,
pollution, accident prevention, or hazardous substances.

Chart of Chemical management duties

Process

Procurement of materials

Chemical management duties
 Screening of new materials
 Chemical notification
. Designated chemical, Low-volume new chemical

Research and development
Manufacturing

Shipping and sales
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Support systems, types of regulations
 Databases of raw materials and chemicals
 Regulations for controlling chemical risks
 Chemical-risk management

 Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) test
 PRTR emission trends data

 Factory PRTR systems

 Product-content PRTR data
Presentation of Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

 Product PRTR systems
 MSDS system

Registration System for Environmentally Friendly Products and
Environmental Labeling
newspaper ink, and UV ink were all over
90%, while those for environmentally
friendly sheet-fed offset ink and flexographic ink were over 80%. Environmentally
friendly gravure inks, which often contain
solvent-based products, accounted for over
45%. Thus, printing inks, Toyo Ink’s flagship products, are well on the way to becoming environmentally friendly products.
Note:As used here, the term “Group products” refers to
products developed by Toyo Ink’s technology division, produced by Toyo Ink or its Japanese affiliates,
and sold by Toyo Ink. This does not include machinery and materials, however.

Toyo Ink’s environmental labels
Toyo Ink is also making active efforts in the
area of environmental labels. Among labels
indicating third-party certification, we have
applied to use the Japan Environment Association’s Eco Mark, primarily for printer’s
ink. The fact that the product is a Toyo Ink
environmentally friendly product is the indispensable precondition.
So far, 25 Toyo Ink product series, including offset ink, newspaper ink, gravure ink,
and UV ink, have been certified to display
the Eco Mark.
We are also working with environmental
labels that provide self-declared certification. When an environmentally friendly
product that qualifies for our A ranking is
deemed more environmentally advanced
than our previous products or similar products made by other companies and is ex-

Sheet-fed Offset Inks

Web Offset Inks

Gravure Inks

.TK HiUnity

. WD LeoEcoo

. Finestar

. TK HiEcoo

. WD Super LeoEcoo

. LP GT

. TK HiUnity SOY

. WD Aqualess

. TK HiEcoo NV 100

. WKT SOY

Gravure Inks

. TK EcoTwin

. WKT GSR

. Aquaconte SOY

. CK WinEcoo
. Aqualess Ecoo New SOY
. Aqualess Ecoo New FC

Ranking of environmental
standards for environmentally
friendly products (concept)
A Ranking
. Most environmentally friendly product of
its kind on the market.
. Can be sold as a long-term environmentally
friendly product.
. Clearly superior to other companies’ products in terms of environmental friendli-

B Ranking
. Level of environmental friendliness places
product between an A ranking and C ranking.
. Product’s level of environmental friendliness is adequate for the present market, but
improvements are required or scheduled.

C Ranking
. Product has passed all established environmental standards, but continuing improvements are required.
. Products complies with worldwide environmental standards and regulated values
but is not sufficiently distinguishable from
other companies’ products.

Products displaying the
Toyo Ink environmental label

Eco-mark certified printer’s ink series

. SCR SOY

pected to perform well in the market for
some time, it is screened internally and, if
passed, certified. So far five product series
have been certified in this manner.

. Aquaconte GN

1.DYNACAL ECOSIGN non-PVC
marking film

. LOX VF

2.FD Hybrid Ecoo SOY UV ink

. LOX VFW

3.EMF Series water-based color

UV Curing Inks

. Aqua SPZ

4.EMT New Series water-based
pigment agent

. FD Hybrid

. Prink G

Newspaper Inks
. NEWS KING ECO
. Vantean Eco
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Toyo Ink promotes the development and
sales of environmentally friendly products,
based on its Environment and Safety Principles and Action Policies. As part of these efforts, we have a system for registering environmentally friendly products. Under this
system, product environmental standards are
established for each business, with rankings
of A, B, or C. The products are screened by
the Ecology Center, and those that satisfy
the relevant standards are then registered as
environmentally friendly products. Sales of
registered products are tallied annually and
are reflected in the environmental accounting economic effects and the Eco-Conscious
Efficiency Index. We work to encourage the
development and sales of environmentally
friendly products.
Toyo Ink’s has set a goal of having sales of
environmentally friendly products account
for 40% of all product sales by fiscal 2006
and is working to achieve this objective.
In fiscal 2004 environmentally friendly
Toyo Ink products accounted for 32% of all
sales, which was 2% higher than in the previous fiscal year. Environmentally friendly
Toyo Ink Group products accounted for
42.5% of all sales, which was 3.5% higher
than in the previous year.
Sales of environmentally friendly products,
expressed as a share of Toyo Ink Group
product sales, can also be broken down by
business segment. The respective shares of
environmentally friendly web offset ink,

5.DYNACAL Media non-PVC ink jet
sheets and laminate film
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Measures to Eliminate Soil Contamination
Since Japan's Soil Contamination Countermeasures Law took effect in February
2003, public concern over soil and groundwater contamination has increased, and
businesses have been compelled to address
these concerns.
In April 2004 Toyo Ink formed a Soil and

Groundwater Contamination Countermeasures
Subcommittee, under the jurisdiction of the
Risk Management Committee, providing a
system for mounting a companywide response to soil and groundwater contamination. We have also conducted surveys of
past use of specific harmful substances at

our business locations in Japan, including
affiliates. In this way we have ascertained
soil- and groundwater-contamination risks
and have implemented a series of necessary
countermeasures.

the site of its Mobara Factory. The findings
revealed soil and groundwater contamination in part of the site, which was attributed
to the legal burial of waste during the period from 1962 to 1975, when the factory
produced iron blue pigment.
Oriental Kasei reported the matter to the
city of Mobara and to the government of
Chiba Prefecture in April 2004 and held an
informational meeting for local residents on
June 10, 2004, where company representatives explained the contamination and the
countermeasures that would be taken.
The iron-blue-pigment waste and the contaminated soil around it were excavated, removed, and replaced with uncontaminated
soil. These operations concluded in May
2005, and the company notified the city of
Mobara and the government of Chiba Prefecture that the process had been completed. Round-the-clock pumping operations
were carried out to prevent further contamination of the groundwater beyond the
boundaries of the factory site, and processing equipment was used to completely dis-

solve contaminants and discharge the water.
The company determined that the ground
water outside the boundaries of the factory
site met the municipal water system’s
standards for water quality, although it continues to be monitored on a regular basis.

 Aoto Plant

Environmental Initiatives

Toyo Ink ceased production at its Aoto
Plant in April 2004 and proceeded to dismantle the facility and clear the land. In accordance with a Tokyo municipal government ordinance addressing environmental
concerns and the need to protect public
health and safety, the company conducted a
soil-contamination survey of the site. A
contamination-dispersal prevention plan
was submitted for dealing with the areas in
which soil contamination was discovered to
exist, and based on this plan the contaminated soil was excavated, removed, and replaced with uncontaminated soil. By March
2005 the soil-contamination countermeasures were completed for all the affected
areas, and Toyo Ink submitted notifications
of the completion of contamination-dispersal prevention measures to Katsushika
Ward and the Tokyo metropolitan government.

Aoto Plant, following the completion of
soil-contamination countermeasures

 Oriental Kasei
The Oriental Kasei Co., Ltd., voluntarily
conducted a soil and groundwater survey at
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Oriental Kasei, following the completion of
soil-contamination countermeasures

 Kawagoe Plant
Toyo Ink has voluntarily conducted soil and
groundwater surveys at its Kawagoe Plant,
in and around the area where colorants
were produced using trichloroethylene and
other volatile organic compounds. The findings revealed soil and groundwater contamination in certain areas. It was also determined that water from wells situated near
the boundaries of the site failed to satisfy
environmental standards.
In accordance with a Saitama Prefecture ordinance concerning environmental safety,
Toyo Ink reported the results of the soilcontamination survey to the city of Kawagoe. The company also prepared a contamination-dispersal prevention plan and presented it to the city. In accordance with the
plan, the contaminated soil was excavated,
removed, and replaced with uncontaminated
soil.
The wells near the site boundaries will continue to be monitored in the future to determine whether there has been leakage outside the site.

Reducing the Environmental Impact of Distribution Activities
The Toyo Ink Group promotes environmental efforts in shipping and transporting its
products, primarily through its distribution
affiliate, Logi Co-Net Corp. The company’s
shipping volume in Japan amounted to approximately 50 million ton-kilometers in
fiscal 2004, not including the portion shipped
by outside transport services.

Starting
date

Shipping
location

1983

Fuji Factory

Shipping
destination
Toyo Ink Hokkaido Co., Ltd.
Toyo Ink Tohoku Co., Ltd.
Toyo Ink Kyushu Co., Ltd.
Toyo Ink Hokkaido Co., Ltd.

1989

Seishin Plant

Toyo Ink Tohoku Co., Ltd.
Kawagoe Plant
Toyo Ink Hokkaido Co., Ltd.

Saitama Factory Toyo Ink Tohoku Co., Ltd.

1. Eco Drive activities
Logi-Co Net holds study sessions for its
drivers at all its locations five times a year.
Through these sessions, each driver can reaffirm the importance of reducing engine
idling and other such activities, which help
reduce fuel consumption.

3. Joint shipping

Modal shift efforts by location

1990

Toyo Ink Kyushu Co., Ltd.
Toyo Ink Hokkaido Co., Ltd.
Kawagoe Plant Toyo Ink Tohoku Co., Ltd.

2001
2002

Toyo Ink Kyushu Co., Ltd.
Saitama Factory Neyagawa Center
Kawagoe Plant Neyagawa Center

To reduce CO2 emissions it is necessary to
maximize the load ratio for shipping vehicles and minimize the frequency of shipping runs. Joint shipping is an effective
means of maximizing load ratio.
Logi-Co Net jointly ships Toyo Ink Group
products as well as products manufactured
by Sakata Inx Corp.
The volume of material transported via
joint shipping is gradually increasing. Logi
Co-Net’s Kawaguchi branch office handles
more joint shipping than any other location
in the Tokyo area. Elsewhere in Japan,
Toyo Ink is also utilizing joint shipping in
the Kansai and Hokuriku regions.

Joint-Shipping Trends at the Kawaguchi Office

Load ratio

Study sessions for crew members

Fuji JR Container

Fiscal
2003

Fiscal
2004

%

39

47

Number of
shipping runs

Runs
per day

76

70

Number of trucks

Trucks

41

38

Crew members
(including drivers)

People

35

31

2. Modal shift

JR Container

Shipping at the Kawaguchi Office

C l o se u p
Logi Co-Net conducts its activities under the slogan "Safe, fast, and accurate," with an emphasis
on the environment. We try to provide our customers with better service at a lower cost. The
Kawaguchi Office handles 45,000 shipping lines a month, including 1-kilogram cans, 18-liter
cans, pail cans, drum cans, coating materials, and other printing materials.
We use a dispatch system, which helps make for more efficient operations. As we go forward,
we would like to pool the knowledge and expertise of all our employees to make it a pleasure
for both the shipper and the receiver to use our service.
Katsumi Nemoto
Manager, Kawaguchi Office
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The term modal shift refers to the effort to
switch from shipping by truck to shipping
by sea or rail. Ocean transport and railways
are can carry large volumes of freight over
long distances while making more efficient
use of energy, thereby reducing CO2 emissions.
The Toyo Ink Group is actively making the
transition from shipping by truck to shipping by rail.

Environmental Initiatives

-Environmental Management System-

Environmental Education and Communication
To make environmental efforts and activities more effective, it is essential to elevate
each employee’s awareness of environmental issues and ensure a proper understanding, and to share information and ideas with
organizations and people connected to Toyo
Ink.
Toyo Ink offers a variety of internal educational and communicative activities, mainly
through its Ecology Center.

and safety issues, accident prevention, and
other issues.

2004 Environment and Social Report

Exhibitions
 Eco Product Exhibition
This exhibition has developed into a venue
for interaction concerning environmentally
friendly products and technologies, attracting as many as 140,000 visitors. For this
event, our Customer Network HQ, which
handles marketing, prepared pamphlets introducing new products and actively publicized Toyo Ink's environmentally friendly
products.

Environmental and Social
Report and In-house newsletter

Environmental Initiatives

 In-house newsletter: Green Book
For some time, the company’s in-house
newsletter has included a section called the
Green Page, which regularly provides environmental information. In addition, in fiscal 2004 the company published an inhouse environmental booklet, called the
Green Book, to coincide with the observance
of Environment and Safety Month in February. The booklet presents a summary of
Toyo Ink’s basic policies and major strategies and achievements related to the environment. It was distributed, together with
Environment and Safety Month posters, to
each workplace and every employee.

Site reports from various production facilities

Environmental seminar
 The printing industry and the RoHS
Directive (Kyushu region)
In June the head of Toyo Ink’s Ecology
Center spoke on the subject of “The RoHS
Directive and Green Procurement” at a
seminar sponsored by the FP Kai, a social
group associated with one of Toyo Ink
Kyushu’s most important customers, Fukuhiro Sogo Printing Co., Ltd. The shipping
industry in the Kyushu region and elsewhere is preparing for the RoHS Directive
to take effect in July 2006, the repercussions of which will also extend to the printing industry. Many of the 57 seminar participants were observed diligently taking
notes.

Environmental publicity

Green Book 2005

 Environmental and Social Report and
site reports
In fiscal 2004, Toyo Ink revised its existing
Environmental Report to include more information on its social activities and reissued the publication as the Environmental
and Social Report; this year it was renamed
the Social & Environmental Report. In addition, individual plants and manufacturing
facilities, including the Kawagoe, Fuji,
Moriyama, and Seishin Plants, issue their
own site reports to provide employees with
a better understanding of environmental
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Pamphlet on environmentally friendly products

 Tsurugashima Environmental
Symposium
In March 2004 the Pioneer Corporate Research and Development Laboratories,
which is located in the same Wakaba area
industrial complex as Toyo Ink's Saitama
Plant, sponsored the Tsurugashima Environmental Symposium. The symposium panel
included representatives from the Saitama
Plant as well as from Kyodo Printing and
Bushu Pharmaceuticals. The event, which
featured plenty of conversation about kitchen waste with elderly women from the
neighborhood, was highly useful.

 Top publicity
The "Top Interview" page of the December
2004 issue of Nikkei Ecology featured an
interview with Toyo Ink President Kunio
Sakuma. Among other things, Mr. Sakuma
noted that "the environment is the foundation of profits, pride, and confidence."

Tsurugashima Environmental Symposium

Nikkei Ecology

ISO 14001 Certification
One of Toyo Ink's environmental objectives
is to acquire ISO 14001 certification for all
business locations and production-related
affiliates in Japan and overseas by fiscal
2006. We are making preparations to achieve
this goal.
Among Toyo Ink's own business locations,
the Okayama Plant obtained independent
certification in fiscal 2004 and the Saitama
Plant acquired expanded certification covering offset ink. Among our affiliates in Japan and overseas, Aichi Toyo Ink Co., Ltd
in Japan, Toyo-Ink Compounds Corporation
in the Philippines, Toyo Ink Chemicals Taiwan Co., Ltd. in Taiwan, and Toyochem

Sdn. Bhd, Toyochem Graphics Sdn. Bhd,
and Toyochem Printing Chemical Sdn. Bhd
in Malaysia all obtained certification. The
Chubu Regional Office which is the Toyo
Ink's non-production-related business locations, along with its Japanese productionrelated affiliate Oriental Kasei, are currently in the process of obtaining ISO 14001
certification. Toyo Ink's headquarters, a
non-production related business location,
and its Kansai Regional Office are expected
to begin efforts to secure certification by
the end of 2006.
Awareness of ISO 14001 has helped encourage major corporations to require their

suppliers to obtain ISO 14001 certification
and led local governments to make ISO certification a high-priority condition for consideration for public contracts. ISO 14001
certification is one standards listed among
the guidelines issued for printing services
by the Japan Federation of Printing Industries and the Green Purchasing Network.
Toyo Ink supports its customers' efforts to
obtain ISO 14001 certification.

ISO 14001 Certification within the Toyo Ink Group
Factories and plants of Toyo Ink Mfg.
Business location

Registered examining organization

Certification date

Kawagoe Plant

Feb. 21, 1997

Japan Electrical Safety & Environment Technology Laboratories

Fuji Plant

Apr. 21, 1997

Japan Quality Assurance Organization

Saitama Plant

May. 24, 2001

JIC Quality Assurance

Moriyama Plant

Apr. 25, 2002

JIC Quality Assurance

Okayama Plant

Mar. 31, 2005

JIC Quality Assurance

Business location

Registered examining organization

Expanded certification date

Kawagoe Plant (Expanded to pigment production)

Apr. 21, 2001

Japan Electrical Safety & Environment Technology Laboratories

Kawagoe Plant (Expanded to Seishin area)

Mar. 7, 2005

JIC Quality Assurance

Fuji Plant (Expanded to the former Tenma Plant)

Jun. 7, 2002

JIC Quality Assurance Organization

Moriyama Plant (Expanded to display media production department and Okayama Plant)

Apr. 17, 2002

JIC Quality Assurance

Saitama Plant (Expanded to offset-ink production)

Jun. 16, 2005

JIC Quality Assurance

Plant
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Affiliates in Japan
Registered examining organization

Certification date

Toyo-Petrolite Co., Ltd.

Jan. 30, 2001

JIC Quality Assurance

Toyo-Morton, Ltd.

Apr. 26, 2001

JIC Quality Assurance

Nippon Polymer Ind. Co., Ltd.

Jun. 30, 2003

Japan Chemical Quality Assurance

Toyo Ink Tohoku Co., Ltd.

Aug. 4, 2003

Japan Chemical Quality Assurance

Matsui Chemical Co., Ltd.

Dec. 1, 2003

Japan Chemical Quality Assurance

Aichi Toyo Ink Co., Ltd.

Nov. 26, 2004

Japan Quality Assurance Organization

Production-related overseas business locations
Business location
Francolor Pigments S. A. Headquarters and Villers-St. Paul Factory (France)
Oissel Factory (France)

Registered examining organization

Certification date
Jul.

8, 1997

AFAQ

Apr. 28, 1998

AFAQ

Toyochem Ink Pte. Ltd (Singapore)

Dec. 1, 1999

SGS

Tianjin Toyo Ink Co., Ltd. (China)

Dec. 7, 1999

China’s National Environmental Protection Agency
(Huaxia EMS Auditing Center)

Liochem Incorporated (U.S.A.)

Mar. 23, 2000

Deloitte & Touche

Toyo-Ink Compounds Corporation (Philippines)

Jan. 23, 2004

BVQI

Toyo Ink Chemicals Taiwan Co., Ltd. (Taiwan)

Jan. 6, 2005

BSI

Toyochem Sdn. Bhd (Malaysia)

Jul. 12, 2005

SGS

Toyochem Graphics Sdn. Bhd (Malaysia)

Jul. 12, 2005

SGS

Toyochem Printing Chemical Sdn. Bhd (Malaysia)

Jul. 12, 2005

SGS
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Environmental Report -Reducing Environmental ImpactReducing Environmental Impact
Through its business activities, which involve the manufacture and sale of various types of chemicals, Toyo Ink exerts an impact on the environment in various ways. For this reason, one of our primary management tasks is to maintain the most accurate possible understanding of our impact on the environment and reduce that impact to the lowest possible level.
In accordance with this attitude, Toyo Ink has engaged in a variety of efforts to reduce its environmental impact, promoting energy conservation in its business activities, reducing waste and environmental pollutants, and lowering emissions of chemicals
that may have an impact on the environment, in an effort to achieve the most environmentally harmonious business activities.

Reducing CO2 Emissions and Energy Used

Trends in (crude-oil-equivalent) Energy Usage and Energy Source Units

(Carbon-equivalent tons)

(kiloliterl)

25,000

(liter/ton)

50,000

300
264

45,759

44,526

43,920

21,796

20,085

5,127

2,427
04 (Fiscal year)

4,960

2,605
03

4,960

2,373
02

4,917

2,451
01

10,000

20,085

23,712

11,774

13,394

30,000

20,000

2,375

225

200

10,000

5,000

264

252
41,595

44,262

21,437

21,415

40,000

10,293

15,000

20,890

14,573

21,084

20,004

20,000

22,404

253

5,074
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Trends in (carbon-equivalent) CO2 emissions

01

02

03

04

0

0
90

00

CO 2 emissions (Toyo Ink)
CO 2 emissions (overseas affiliates)
CO 2 emissions (affiliates in Japan)
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sions in fiscal 2004, a decrease of 178 tons,
or 6.8%, compared to the previous fiscal
year. CO 2 emissions by the company’s
overseas production-related affiliates
amounted to 11,774 tons. With the addition
of Toyo-Ink Compounds in the Philippines
in fiscal 2004, six overseas production-related affiliates were included in these results.
Energy usage at production-related affiliates in Japan amounted to 5,127 crude-oilequivalent kiloliters in fiscal 2004, a decrease of 441 kiloliters, or 7.9%, compared
to the previous fiscal year. Energy usage at
overseas production-related affiliates totaled 21,796 kiloliters.

at each company facility. In light of the results for fiscal 2004, however, it will be extremely difficult to achieve that target.
To reduce CO2 emissions, the company incorporated electricity-conservation activities into its work routines in fiscal 2004 and
carried out other activities as well. In the
Kawagoe section, solvents and resins contained in liquid waste were separated out
and used as fuel for boilers. In the Fuji section, a new welfare technology building
was erected incorporating energy-conservation design features, such as building-frame
heat-storage and circulation. In the Saitama
section, among other activities, the company integrated production equipment for
varnish and gravure ink. Finally, companywide energy-conservation activities were
intensified, highlighted by the introduction
of a cogeneration system in the Kawagoe
section, in an effort to help the company
achieve its objectives. Toyo Ink’s production-related affiliates in Japan produced
2,427 carbon-equivalent tons of CO2 emis-

In fiscal 2004 Toyo Ink’s CO2 emissions
amounted to 21,437 (carbon-equivalent),
tons while energy usage was 45,759 (crudeoil-equivalent) kiloliters, or 225 liters per
ton. For CO2 emissions, this represents an
increase of 22 carbon-equivalent tons in
comparison to fiscal 2003 but a decrease in
CO2 source units of 22 kilograms per carbon-ton. Energy usage increased by 1,233
crude-oil-equivalent kiloliters, but energy
source units decreased by 39 liters per ton.
The increase in energy used, which led to
higher CO2 emissions, reflects a commensurate increase in production. The decrease in
energy-source units is an indication of
greater energy conservation.
In fiscal 2002, Toyo Ink changed its policy
on emissions, adopting the goal of reducing
CO2 emissions at Toyo Ink manufacturing
facilities and plants to their respective fiscal 1990 levels by fiscal 2006. Based on its
schedule for achieving this goal, the company formulated a plan calling for 2% reduction in comparison to the previous year

100

0
00

Energy consumed (Toyo Ink)
Energy consumed (affiliates in Japan)

(Fiscal year)

Energy consumed (overseas affiliates)
Energy-source units (Toyo Ink)

Reducing Waste for Landfill Disposal
49.8% decrease. The large-scale decrease in
the volume of waste generated by overseas
affiliates is attributable to a reduction in the
volume of solvent discarded by the Francolor Pigments Villers-St-Paul plant.
In calculating the results for fiscal 2004,
the company thoroughly applied the aforementioned principle concerning the volume
of waste for landfill disposal and also clarified the definition of recycling. Under Japan’s Basic Law for Establishing a Recycling-Based Society, the definition of
“cyclical use” includes heat recovery, so
heat recovery as practiced by waste-processing firms and incorporated into the Kawagoe Plant’s incineration system is counted
as a component of recycling.
Toyo Ink recycled 16,620 tons of waste, for
a 98.9% recycling rate; its affiliates in Japan recycled 2,716 tons, for a recycling rate
of 67.9%. Calculated according to the definitions that were applied through fiscal
2003, Toyo Ink recycled 10,015 tons of
waste and its affiliates in Japan recycled
2,676 tons. This represents a 7.1% increase
for Toyo Ink and a 6.7% decline for the affiliates.
Toyo Ink generated 386 tons of waste for
landfill disposal, a 26.8% decrease compared to the previous fiscal year, and its affiliates in Japan generated 1,284 tons,
which amounted to a 1,271% increase. The
ostensible large-scale increase in the latter
figure is attributable to the affiliates’ thorough incorporation of the new definition of
waste volume. Toyo Ink sent 2.3% of all
waste generated to landfills, representing a

0.8% decrease compared to fiscal 2003,
when the figure was 3.1%. In addition, four
of six Toyo Ink business locations and one
affiliate in Japan achieved zero emissions.
Toyo Ink has promoted the elimination of
incinerators at various business locations
and expects to eliminate the large-scale incinerator at the Kawagoe manufacturing facility—the company’s only incinerator in
Japan—during fiscal 2005. After the incinerator is dismantled, discarded solvents and
other waste will be recycled as fuel for
boilers or by recycling firms. Toyo Ink will
also promote recycling by its affiliates and
seek to reduce the volume of waste for
landfill disposal.

Breakdown of volume of waste generated
Overseas affiliates
5,761 tons (22%)

Total
26,570 tons

Affiliates in Japan
4,000 tons (15%)
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Realizing that waste matter is responsible
for a major part of its environmental impact, Toyo Ink has endeavored to reduce
the amount of waste it generates. At its second Environmental Conference in February
2002 the company defined zero emissions
as the state in which 1% or less of all waste
generated is sent to landfills for final disposal, and we have made ongoing efforts to
achieve this objective.
In accordance with a manual issued by the
Ministry of the Environment in June 2001
on formulating plans for the processing of
industrial waste by businesses that generate
large volumes of emissions, the amount of
waste generated is calculated as the amount
existing prior to any reuse or intermediate
processing. Based on this principle, the figure for the volume of waste for landfill disposal should not be the reduced volume
buried after incineration or other processes
but the amount existing prior to being reduced through such a process. Every effort
has been made to ensure that this is reflected in waste-related calculations for Toyo
Ink and its affiliates in Japan. The Toyo-Ink
Compounds Corporation in the Philippines,
which obtained ISO 14001 certification in
January 2004, has been included in these
calculations. The figures for overseas affiliates now include five of six business locations.
In fiscal 2004, Toyo Ink generated 16,809
tons of waste, a 1.5% decrease compared to
the fiscal 2003; its affiliates in Japan generated 4,000 tons, a 4.1% decrease; and its
overseas affiliates generated 5,761 tons, a

Toyo Ink
16,809 tons (63%)

Trends in volumes of waste recycled and waste for landfill disposal
(Tons)
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Recycling Water
For many years Toyo Ink has made ongoing
efforts to restrain increases in its water usage, despite increases in production. The
company used 3.15 million cubic meters of
water in fiscal 2004, 7% less than in the
previous fiscal year.
At the Fuji Plant, which accounts for 70%
of the company’s water usage, water is recycled and water usage is carefully controlled. Large volumes of water are used in the

manufacture of pigments, which consists almost entirely of water-based processing;
this, in turn, necessitates a cleansing process. Efforts are made to efficiently reuse
water used in the manufacture of blue and
green pigments, for which copper phthalocyanine is a raw material, which is recycled
after going through the five stages shown
below.

. We are working to reduce the volume of
azo-solution rinse water by altering water
use according to the application—using hot
water for cleaning the phthalocyanine solution and relatively cool water for manufacturing azo pigment.
. We are also studying changes to our manufacturing processes and working to develop
methods for manufacturing blue pigments
that do not require the use of water in the
manufacturing process.

Water Recycling

Input
(1,001,121 cubic
meters/year)

DM coolant

DM: Dry milling
S D : Spray dryer

Kneader coolant

SD coolant

Wastewater from azo solution and other processes
(989,179 cubic meters/year)

DEG and sodium chloride recovery tower coolant
Product-cleaning coolant

Output
(1,990,300 cubic
meters/year)

Wastewater treatment

Water usage at the Fuji Plant in fiscal 2004,
expressed in source units, was 42.9 cubic
meters per ton, representing a 4% improvement over the figure for the previous fiscal
year. The company is working to further reduce the impact of water emissions (in
terms of COD values) and will incorporate
new active sludge-processing equipment in
fiscal 2005 to protect water quality.

We will continue to make steady efforts to
make more effective use of water resources.
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were 21.3 tons greater than in the previous
year. These increases are attributed to increased production of "highly processed"
products, the manufacture of which often
requires volatile organic solvents.
The names and emission volumes of Class

1 chemicals that Toyo Ink manufacturing
facilities reported to the authorities in accordance with the PRTR Law are shown on
pages 40 and 41.

Trends in volume of chemical emissions
(ton)
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Even before the enactment of Japan' Pollutant Release and Transfer Register Law
(PRTR Law), Toyo Ink was complying voluntarily with PRTR requirements. The
company surveys annual consumption and
emissions of potentially environmentally
harmful chemicals used at its manufacturing facilities and plants and reports the
findings to the Japan Chemical Industry Association. At present the company surveys
354 substances designated as Class 1 substances under PRTR regulations and 284
substances designated by the Japan Chemical Industry Association, for a total of 480
substances (some substances appear on
both lists).
Toyo Ink's production-related affiliates in
Japan also conduct the same kinds of surveys at all their business locations and provide reports to the relevant authorities, in
accordance with the PRTR Law.
Toyo Ink's chemical emissions in fiscal
2004 exceeded the fiscal 2003 total by 11.1
tons; emissions by its affiliates in Japan

95.8
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Reducing Chemical Emissions
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Reducing Emissions of Environmental Pollutants
sions, and the company has made continuing efforts to monitor density and reduce
emissions.
Emissions of these substances were generally around the same or lower than in the
previous fiscal year, although overseas affiliates recorded large-scale increases in
NOx and COD emissions. The increase in
NOx emissions is attributable to the fact
that an additional location, the Toyo-Ink
Compounds Corporation (8.2 tons) was included in the total as well as the fact emissions at Tianjin Toyo Ink increased by 11.6

Toyo Ink has not established specific targets for reducing emissions of such environmental pollutants as nitrogen oxides
(NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), particulates,
and chemical oxygen demand (COD), Toyo
Ink is working to acquire a firm grasp of its
emissions volumes for each substance. For
SOx, in particular, the company is switching from heavy oil, which generates SOx,
to other fuels, or switching to low-sulfurcontent heavy oil to reduce SOx emissions.
For COD levels, some business locations
are subject to regulation of overall emis-

tons. The increase in COD emissions was
caused by a large-scale increase in emissions at the Francolor Pigments Oissel
plant.
Overseas affiliates have contributed greatly
to the effort to reduce emissions of these
environmental pollutants, but because results have fluctuated widely, we intend to
set specific targets for overseas affiliates in
order to achieve reductions.
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Sulfur oxides (SOx) Emissions

(ton)
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Developing Environmentally Friendly Products
Development of High-Performance Waterless Offset Ink (Sheet-fed, UV)
What is waterless offset ink?
The plates used in offset printing have an
image area to which ink adheres and a nonimage area to which ink does not adhere. In
ordinary water-based offset printing, water
is applied to the non-image area, and when
ink is subsequently applied to the entire
plate, it is repelled by the water from the
non-image area and therefore adheres only
to the image area. The image is transferred
to a blanket cylinder (taken off) and then
transferred directly onto paper (set). When
silicon is used instead of water as the medium that prevents the ink from adhering to
the non-image area, the result is waterless
offset printing.
Waterless offset printing is considered to be
a more environmentally friendly printing
method, since there is a reduction in liquid
waste from developing fluid and wastewater from the dampening of the plate.
Furthermore, because there are no fan-out
or emulsification effects, the registering
and color-matching processes can be per-

formed more quickly and accurately, which
saves paper and further reduces production
waste.

Development of Aqualess Ecoo
Neo
All offset inks are quickly being converted to
soy inks, which are better for the environment, but a lower percentage of waterless
offset inks have been converted to soy inks
than is the case for water-based inks.
A major cause is the difficulty of producing
waterless offset ink that has both the desirable environmental qualities of soy ink and
print quality and printability. We have surmounted this challenge with the Aqua Ecoo
Neo series, which has satisfied the Eco Mark
Committee's new certification standards
(version 2) as a soy ink for printed papers.
This series, which is aroma-free and contains only 30% or less petroleum-based solvent, surpasses existing regular inks for
print quality and printability. By replacing
its previous lines with the Aqua Ecoo Neo

series, Toyo Ink will have an all-soy-ink
lineup of waterless offset inks.

Development of high-performance
UV waterless ink for plastics
We have already introduced UV-cure waterless inks, including the VIC-free FD Aqualess series and FDHB Eco-Soy series, a hybrid-type made from natural materials. In
an effort to improve on these, we are now
developing a high-performance UV waterless ink for use on plastic.
Compared to printing on paper, printing on
plastic can be hampered by emulsification,
but waterless printing, because it does away
with emulsification as noted above, can be
very effective in this area. For the same
reason, waterless printing paves the way for
a wider selection of materials, and superior
adhesion and coating can be achieved with
materials such as PP and PET. Waterless
printing offers rapid startup, so customers
will lose less expensive plastic film, cutting
costs and reducing production waste

Reducing environmental impact withwaterless printing
Advantages of waterless plates and waterless printing

Environmental Initiatives

Dampening water

Ink

Water-based printing

Silicon rubber

Coarse layer

Heat-sensitive layer
Primer layer

Aluminum layer

Aluminum layer

Water-based printing

Waterless printing

1. Developing method : Alkali developing
2. Structure of plate : Convex plate
3. Ink resistance
: Dampening water

Water developing
Concave plate
Silicon rubber

Developing liquid waste
(plate processing)

Strong alkaline waste liquid-violates new Waste Management and
Public Cleansing Law and Sewerage Law

Waste Dampening water
(print processing)

Acid waste liquid-violates Water
Pollution Control Law and Sewerage Law

Water resource

Use large volumes of water resources, alcohol, and H fluid

Waterless printing
Due to water-developing can be
discharged into sewer

No use of dampening water

Makes it possible to restrict use of
water as well as chemicals

C l o se u p
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Sheet-fed ink

UV ink

With waterless offset ink, petroleum-based solvents play
an especially important role in printability. In our Aqualess Ecoo New Soy series, some of the petroleum-based
solvent was replaced with soy oil, but there was a decline in printability and print quality, so we needed to
improve performance.
To make the improvements, we took another look at dynamic viscoelasticity and the control over the solubility
balance between resin- and vegetable-oil-based solvent
and petroleum-based solvent. As a result, while the
Aqualess Ecoo Neo series consists entirely of soy inks,
we overcame the previous difficulty in providing both
print quality and printability.

Waterless printing is particularly noted for
being environmentally friendly, but it also
offers superior high resolution for reproducing halftone dots, and I think this is a
major factor setting it apart from traditional printing. By seeking out materials that
waterless printing makes it possible to use
and finding the right balance among different materials, we intend to develop inks
that combine the properties of wide-ranging adhesiveness, printability, and print
quality, and use waterless printing to open
up new markets.

Shoichi Kakigi
1st Group,
R & D Division,
Printing & Information
Business HQ

Haruo Yamasaki
Section 1,
Technical Department,
RC System Division,
Printing & Information
Business HQ

Development of Water-based Gravure Ink for Use on Soft Packaging
What is gravure ink?
In gravure printing, ink is applied to a gravure
plate that has concave depressions in it.
After a thin steel “doctor blade” is used to
wipe off excess ink, the ink remaining in
the depressions is transferred to the printing material. Gravure printing is used for a
wide variety of media, including paper,
film, and aluminum cans. Since it can be
done at high speed, gravure printing is
suitable for high-volume work. The inks
used in gravure printing, known as gravure
inks, are distinguished by the fact that they
contain high levels of solvents to ensure
rapid drying, which is required for highspeed printing.

Environmentally friendly gravure printing
Gravure printing involves the use of large
volumes of volatile solvents. During the
evaporation and drying processes, volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) are released

into the atmosphere. Meanwhile, amid the
strengthening of Japan's legal and regulatory frameworks in recent years, exemplified
by the Product Liability Law, the PRTR
Law, and the Air Pollution Control Law,
there has been increasing public demand
for reductions in the use and emissions of
organic solvents.
In order to comply with the Air Pollution
Control Law and other legal frameworks, as
well as to improve its work environment,
Toyo Ink has pursued new advances in water-based ink for use on plastic film with
the development of the laminate ink
“Aquaecol”and the front-printing ink
“Aquafronte”.

Development of “Aquaecol”

Development of “Aquafronte”
For surface printing applications, since the
ink is exposed on the cover of the packaging material, it must be both lustrous and
resistant to scratching, rubbing, heat, water,
and oil. It was difficult to provide conventional water-soluble inks with sufficient
luster and resistance, but Toyo Ink utilized
its own original pigment-dispersal and formulation techniques to raise luster and resistance to a practicable level and thus developed “Aquafronte”.
Amid a growing need for health- and safety-related improvements in packaging
materials, the use of “Aquaecol” and
“Aquafronte” is rapidly increasing, as an
effective means of improving the work
envi-

Environmental Initiatives

Water-soluble gravure ink can be printed on
various types of plastic film and can accommodate a wide range of applications,
from non-boil to retort packaging.
While there are advantages to water-soluble
ink, such as preventing air pollution, improving the work environment, and decreasing the risk of accidents, it was a challenge to develop sufficient workability and
finish quality. Toyo Ink overcame these
challenges by developing its own resins and
formulation
techniques
to
produce
“Aquaecol”.
“Aquaecol” is a gravure ink offering the superior gloss and resistance to heat, water,

and oil, required for surface printing.

C l o se u p
The problem with the old water-soluble gravure laminate inks was the unsuitability of white
inks for long-run printing (abrasion of the ink from the “doctor” blade caused deterioration
in printing) and poor printing results with colored inks (bright sections were insufficiently
smooth in appearance), among other things. With “Aquaecol” we controlled pigment
dispersal in the ink and tried to maintain the ink quality even during high-speed rotation in
the printing process.
The key was the company's development of its own dispersal resin, which creates a stable
coating for the pigment. By incorporating appropriate additives that improve printability
and physical properties, we succeeded in getting even better printability and printing results.
We hope to develop more high-performance inks in the future and help increase the waterbased ratio in gravure printing, thereby reducing the use of volatile organic compounds. We
will promote developments to make printing and printing systems more user-friendly.

Haruo Yamasaki

Hiroyuki Takano

Section 1,
1st Gravure Ink Technical
Department, Packaging
R & D Division,
Packaging Business HQ

Section 1,
1st Gravure Ink Technical
Department, Packaging
R & D Division,
Packaging Business HQ
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Development of Low-VOC and Odor-Eliminating Adhesives
Low-VOC adhesive

From low-VOC to odor elimination

Although they are inconspicuous to the human eye, large quantities of a category of
adhesive agents called pressure-sensitive
adhesives are used in various ways in daily
life. Applications include various types of
adhesive tape, labels and seals for food
products and other products used in daily
life, insulating material for household appliances and automobile components, cushion materials, sound-proofing materials,
and marking sheets (including the Toyo Ink
product “DYNACAL”).
In recent years increasing importance has
been attached to measures to deal with socalled sick buildings-houses, schools and
other structures in which unhealthy conditions arise from the presence of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted by chemical products. Taking a people-friendly
approach to adhesives, Toyo Ink has already developed and introduced the lowVOC product “Oribain BPS6080TFK”.

“BPS6080TFK”, a safe adhesive used to
address the “sick building” problem, has
been adopted by major automakers and other companies and its use is expected to continue to expand. It is an adhesive well suited to the contemporary need for safe living
spaces.
As a further environmental measure, however, Toyo Ink went beyond merely developing an odorless substance to develop an
adhesive that captures odorous components
within the environment and negates them.
As a result, by adding a function whereby
the odorous substance is dispelled by the
adhesive itself, the company has developed
and introduced a formaldehyde-odor-eliminating adhesive with advanced environmental properties-“Oribain BPS6133TF”.

Odor-eliminating adhesive features
This adhesive does not simply absorb
odors, it has the groundbreaking capacity to
dispel and eliminate odors so that they do
not return.
The odorous component, primarily formaldehyde, present in the air and emitted from
the surface to which the adhesive is attached is dispelled and eliminated at the interface with the adhesive, and any odorous
component that is absorbed by the adhesive
layer is dispelled as a harmless, odorless
component. This reaction occurs continuously, producing the odor-eliminating effect. As can be seen in the graph below, the
adhesive's odor-eliminating effect is more
stable and sustained than is the case with
Blank.
In the future, we will further expand this
technology to address other odorous substances and develop different types of coatings, double-sided tapes, and other polymer-related products.

Performance of Odor-Eliminating Adhesive: Effectiveness against Formaldehyde (compared to Blank)
Density (ppm)

Formaldehyde
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C l o se u p
Amid public demands to curtail substances that cause the “sick building” syndrome, we have steadily pursued further development of the adhesives we produce for use in the interior furnishings of
buildings and vehicles in an effort to develop low-VOC and odor-eliminating adhesives.
To develop an odor-eliminating adhesive, we first had to consider what odors to eliminate and how
to eliminate them. We decided to target formaldehyde, a building material that contributes to the
sick-building problem. By amassing our creativity and ingenuity, with the help of the Color Materials Technical Department we were able to develop the product using methods that hadn't been tried
before.
In our search for an odor-eliminating agent, we encountered destabilization over time, failure to coat
properly due to bleeding or hardening, and other declining physical properties, so we had to add
things to get the desired odor-eliminating effect.
We are now working on eliminating other odors, and we intend to horizontally expand the technology cultivated in the development of these products to develop adhesives with wider-ranging applications. We also intend to expand into other business areas.
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Hiroshi Ishii

Shoichi Fukumoto

New Business Development
Department,Polymer
R & D Division,
Polymer Business HQ

2nd Technical Department,
Polymer R & D Division,
Polymer Business HQ

Development of Tamago Jet Printing System
The Tamago Jet Printing System is an automatic ink-jet printing system designed to
print freshness dates and production (traceability) information on individual eggs.
This makes it possible to obtain necessary
production, distribution, and sales information accurately and rapidly via computer (or
a handheld device).

eggs are removed from their package to be
stored in the refrigerator, the information is
no longer available. In some cases, eggs are
individually tagged with small adhesive labels, but the tags often end up being removed one way or another.
To resolve this challenge, Toyo Ink has utilized its long-cultivated expertise in printing and ink to develop an new system.

Advantages
. Information is directly printed on individual eggs,
making it possible to identify eggs individually and
deterring deceptive practices or falsification of information.
. Eliminates waste due to accidental removal of labels,
which occurs with other labeling methods.
. Only 0.5 mg or less of ink is used per egg, or about
1 kg per 2 million to 4 million eggs, which conserves
resources.

Background
Each year approximately 30 billion eggs
are distributed in Japan. Because eggs are
eaten raw in some traditional dishes, eggs
are required to display freshness dates
based on storage at prescribed temperatures
during the period when they can be eaten
raw. Public sentiment favors the display of
not only freshness dates but also production
information that makes it possible to trace
eggs in the event of a problem, specifying
the point of origin and making it possible to
identify and act on the cause of the problem.
At present this information is provided on
labels inserted in packages of eggs sold in
supermarkets and other stores, but if the

Makeup and features of the system

Putting the system to use

Because the printer used for eggs employs a
no-contact ink jet, there is no danger of
breaking the shells, and the system has the
capacity to accommodate eggs of different
sizes.
Edible ink, consisting entirely of food additives, is used in the printing process. There
are two types, a water-based green ink and
an alcohol-based brown ink, so the customer can print in a green-tea color or a browntea color. After printing the ink adheres securely to the surface of the eggshell and
will neither bleed nor fade, even when the
egg is washed or boiled.

Originally, customers could check the
information used for tracing eggs-the date
the egg was collected, the producer,
collector, and packaging and distribution
firms-via computer, by consulting the
Nihon Rangyo Kyokai (Japan Egg Industry
Association) website. With the system
gaining popularity, consumers can now
check these background details using a
handheld device.
When the system was field-tested in
Hokkaido the results were favorable-a 7%
increase in sales compared to ordinary
levels-offering proof that the system
addresses consumers' needs.

What is traceability?

Ink jet printer

The Tamago Jet Printing System in action

C l o se u p
We started developing water-based ink out of concern for environmental issues, but with
water-based pigments you just can't maintain water-resistance. It took a long time to find a
pigment and glue made from food additives that would hold an image on an eggshell, even
though the ink is water-based. The green ink won't bleed even when the egg is boiled. We
used alcohol in the brown ink, though. To make it suitable for use in a printer, we had to
make a high-density pigment with stable solubility, while also using additives to inhibit
solubility.

Yasuharu Iida

Tetsuya Tsuchida

Technical Department,
Natural Products Division,
Color Materials Business HQ

Marketing Department,
Natural Products Division,
Color Materials Business HQ
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Traceability is the name given to the system that enables information on products, such as eggs, meat, and
vegetables, including the product's history from time of
production to time of sale, to be relayed to consumers.
The term is not yet well known in Japan, but it is widely used in Europe and the United States, where the system is used not only to track food products but to track
waste and other materials as well.

PRTR Data by Business Location

Moriyama Plant

(kg)
Emissions

Name
Ethylene glycol monoethyl ether
Nickel compounds

Number
44
232

a.
b. Public
Airborne water or land
9.8
0.0

0.0
0.0

Volume transferred

c. Contamination of
soil at business location

d. Burial at
business location

a. Transferred
to groundwater

b. Transferred outside business
location (other than to groundwater)

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

18
41

Saitama Factory

(kg)
Emissions

Name
2-aminoethanol
ethylbenzene
Ethylene glycol
Ethylene glycol monoethyl ether
Xylene
Cobalt and cobalt compounds
1, 3, 5-Trimethylbenzene
Toluene
Hydroquinone
Poly (oxyethylene) = alkyl ether
(limited to alkyl-group carbon numbers 12
through 15 and composites containing these)
Poly (oxyethylene) = octyl phenyl ether
Manganese and manganese compounds
Tri-n-butyl phosphate

Number

a.
b. Public
Airborne water or land

Volume transferred

c. Contamination of
soil at business location

d. Burial at
business location

a. Transferred
to groundwater

b. Transferred outside business
location (other than to groundwater)

16
40
43
44
63
100
224
227
254

1.3
32
1.9
2.1
32
0.0
0.4
6,300
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

140
590
480
71
650
92
45
93,000
98

307

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

31

308

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

31

311
354

0.0
0.7

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

170
73

Fuji Factory

(kg)
Emissions

Name
Aniline
2-aminoethanol
ethylbenzene

PRTR Data by Business Location

Ethylene glycol
Xylene
O-chlorotoluene
3, 3’- dichlorobenzidine
Water-soluble copper salts (except complex salts)
2, 4, 6-trichloro-1, 3, 5-triazine
(cyanuric chloride)
Toluene
Barium and water-soluble barium compounds
Phenol
Poly (oxyethylene) = alkyl ether
(limited to alkyl-group carbon numbers 12
through 15 and composites containing these)
Poly (oxyethylene) = nonyl phenyl ether
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Number

a.
b. Public
Airborne water or land

Volume transferred

c. Contamination of
soil at business location

d. Burial at
business location

a. Transferred
to groundwater

b. Transferred outside business
location (other than to groundwater)

15
16
40
43
63
89
138
207

0.0
0.0
22,000
0.0
22,000
2,300
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
60
0.0
0.0
0.0
790

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
660
0.0
660
0.0
0.0
0.0

212

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

227
243
266

9,000
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

307

0.0

340

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

309

0.0

3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Kawagoe Plant

(kg)
Emissions

Name

Number a.
b. Public
Airborne water or land

Volume transferred

c. Contamination of
soil at business location

d. Burial at
business location

a. Transferred
to groundwater

b. Transferred outside business
location (other than to groundwater)

0.0
16
49
16
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

linear alkylbenzenesulfonate acids and salts
(limited to alkyl-group carbon numbers 10
through 14 and composites containing these)

24

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Antimony and antimony compounds

25

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1,500

3-isocyantomethyl-3,
5, 5-trimethylcyclohexyl = isocyanate

27

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4,4’-isopropylidenediphenol
(also called bisphenol A)

29

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

30

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

40
43
44
45
63
67
68
100

200
18
100
6
210
41
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
360
87

2-ethoxyethyl acetate (also known as
ethylene glycol monoethyl etheracetate)

101

57

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Vinyl acetate

102

93

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2-methoxyethyl acetate (also known as
Ethyleneglycol monomethyl ether acetate)

103

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2-(diethylamino)ethanol

109
172
177
205
206
224
227
232
266
272
293
300

0.3
1.0
29
0.0
0.0
41
3,100
0.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
140
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

poly(oxyethylene) = nonylphenyl ether

309

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Formaldehyde

310
312
313
314
317
319
320
354
179

25
0.0
0.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
93
0.0
58

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
430

acrylic acid
ethyl acrylate
methyl acrylate
Bis (2-ethylhexyl) adipate
2, 2’- azobisisobutyronitrile

Polymers of 4,4’-isopropylidenediphenol
and 1-chloro-2,3-epoxypropane
(also called bisphenol A-type epoxy resin)

Ethylbenzene
Ethylene glycol
Ethylene glycol monoethyl ether
Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether
Xylene
Cresol
Chromium and trivalent chromium compounds
Cobalt and cobalt compounds

N, N-dimethyl formamide
Styrene
Terephthalic acid
Methyl terephthalate
1, 3, 5-Trimethylbenzene
Toluene
Nickel compounds
Phenol
Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate
Hexamethylene = di-isocyanate
1,2,4-benzenetricarboxylic 1,2-anhydride

Phthalic anhydride
Maleic anhydride
Methacrylic acid
2-(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate
n-butyl methacrylate
Methyl methacrylate
Tri-n-butyl phosphate
Dioxins*

PRTR Data by Business Location

2
3
4
6
9
13

Acrylamide

* Unit for dioxins is mg-TEQ
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Social and Environmental Chronology

Social and Environmental Chronology
Toyo Ink initiatives
1967
1973
1975
1977

Social Initiatives
. Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control enacted in Japan.

. Established the Environmental Improvement Center.
. Opened the Printing Wastewater Treatment Advisory Center.
.Won an environmental award from the Society of Synthetic Organic Chemistry,
Japan, for developing water-based color materials and related pollution-prevention technology.

1980 .Established system for conducting mutation testing at research laboratory and began testing.
1988

. Law establishing Super Fund enacted in the United States.
. Law Concerning the Protection of the Ozone Layer through the Control of

1990 . Established companywide environment and safety rules.
1991
1992 . Announced basic principles concerning the environment.

. Action Program to Arrest Global Warming formulated.
. Law to Promote the Utilization of Recycled Resources (Recycling Law) enacted in Japan.
. Global Environmental Charter adopted by Japan Federation of Economic Organizations.
. Global Summit held by International Conference on the Environment and Development.

1993 . Established the Environment and Safety Promotion Group.

. Basic Environmental Law enacted by Japan.

1994
1995 . Joined the Japan Responsible Care Council.

. Basic Environmental Plan enacted.
. Law for Promotion of Sorted Collection and Recycling of Containers and

Specified Substances and Other Measures enacted in Japan.

. Exhibited soy ink at GraphExpo 1992 in New York.
. Established Take Off 2007, the corporate vision.

. Introduced offset ink with aroma-free solvent and cleaning solvent.
. Obtained Eco Mark certification for "tote tank" returnable containers.
1996 . Introduced non-toluene laminate ink.
.Established basic management policy concerning the environment (Environmental

Packaging (Container and Packaging Recycling Law) established in Japan.

. ISO 14001 series of international standards established.

Charter and Action Principles).

1997 . Kawagoe Plant obtained ISO 14001 certification.

. Fuji Plant obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Francolor Pigments Viller-St Paul plant obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Obtained Eco Mark certification for aroma-free newspaper ink.

.Environmental Impact Assessment Law (Environmental Assessment Law) issued in Japan.
. Air pollution guidelines for dioxin established.
. Third session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (CDP3) held.

."Triple bottom line" (economic, environmental, social) proposed by John Elkington,
founder of the British firm SustainAbility.

1998 . Obtained Eco Mark certification for offset sheet-fed and web ink.

. Francolor Pigments Oissel plant obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Introduced soy ink, certified with both the American Soybean Association soy

. Law for the Recycling of Specified Kinds of Home Appliances
(Home Appliance Recycling Law) issued in Japan.

seal and the Eco Mark.

. Established the Toyo Ink Group Business Conduct Guidelines.
1999 . Established the Ecology Center.

. Toyochem Ink obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Tianjin Toyo Ink obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Inaugural issue of the Environmental Report published.
2000 . Liochem obtained ISO 14001 certification.

. Received third "Green Purchasing Award."
. Introduced LEOSTEP low-VOC sheet-fed printing system.

Social and Environmental Chronology

2001 . Toyo Petrolite obtained ISO 14001 certification.

. Established Risk Management Committee.
. Toyo Morton obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Saitama Plant obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Introduced FD Hybrid Echo SOY.
2002 . Held Toyo Ink Environmental Seminars at head office, Chubu
branch office, and Kansai branch office.

. Moriyama Plant obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Introduced Unity series.
2003 . Introduced Finestar series.

. Launched Fuji Plant cogeneration system.
. Reviced the Toyo Ink Group Business Conduct Guidelines.
. Established Compliance Committee.
. Nihon Polymer Industries obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Established rules for chemical risk management.
. Toyo Ink Tohoku obtained ISO 14001 certification.
2004 . Toyo Ink Compounds obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Integrated Aoto Plant (offset ink) into Saitama Plant.
. Toyo Ink Taiwan Chemicals obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Established Compliance Month, published collection of model cases

. "Global compact" proclaimed by United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan.
. Law Concerning the Promotion of the Measures to Cope with Global Warming
(Global Warming Countermeasures Law) enacted in Japan.

.Law to Promote Management of Specified Chemical Substances established in Japan (PRTR Law).
. Law Concerning Special Measures against Dioxin established in Japan.
. Container and Packaging Recycling Law fully in effect.
.Fundamental Law for Establishing a Sound Material-Cycle Society established in Japan.
. Japan's Waste Disposal and Public Cleansing Law revised.
. Recycling Law revised.
. PRTR Law fully in effect.
. Law Concerning the Promotion of Procurement of Eco-Friendly Goods and Services
by the State and Other Entities (Green Purchasing Law) enacted in Japan.

."Green standards" for offset-printing services established by Japan Federation of Printing Industries.
. Offset Printing Service Ordering Guidelines published by Green Purchasing Network.
. Soil Contamination Measures Law established in Japan.
. Law Concerning Recycling of Construction Materials (Construction Recycling Law)
enacted in Japan.

. Kyoto Protocols ratified by Japan.
. Basic Law on Energy Policy issued by Japan.
. 2002 issue of Global Reporting Initiative Guidelines published.
. Soil Contamination Measures Law enacted in Japan.
. Basic Plan for Establishing a Recycling-Based Society formulated.
. "Green standards" for seal-, gravure-, and screen-printing services established
by Japan Federation of Printing Industries.

. Waste and Cleansing Law revised.
. 2003 edition of Environmental Reporting Guidelines issued by Japan's
Ministry of the Environment.

. Chemical Substances Screening Law enacted in Japan.
. Automobile Recycling Law enacted in Japan.

and conducted educational activities.

. Aichi Toyo Ink obtained ISO 14001 certification.
2005 . Established Environment Month, published Green Book and conducted
educational activities.

. Okayama Plant obtained ISO 14001 certification.
. Established CSR Charter and Action Guidelines.
. Established CSR Committee.
. Established Environment and Safety Principles and Action Guidelines.
. Three Toyochem Group companies obtained ISO 14001 certification.
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. Entry into force of Kyoto Protocols.
. Law Concerning Environmental Consideration enacted in Japan.
. Personal Information Protection Law enacted in Japan.
. Revised Air Pollution Control Law issued.

Explanation of Selected Terminology

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

Page 5

Corporate Social Responsibility refers to the principle of fulfilling responsibilities representing not only economic concerns but a balanced assortment of
social concerns as well, including the environment, legal obligations, human
rights, the labor environment, social contributions, and consumer protection.
This has arisen from efforts to increase corporate brand power in order to
maximize corporate value.

Compliance

Page 9

Actions take to observe laws, societal norms, and other rules and establish an
atmosphere that fosters observance; regarded as one area of efforts to fulfill
corporate social responsibilities.

Negative List (NL)

Page 10

The Negative List (NL) is a list of chemicals that the Japan Printing Ink
Makers Association recommends against using as materials in printing ink.
Since 1973 we have applied the Voluntary Rules for Ink Used on Food Packaging negative list, which is more restrictive than list for general-use ink. The
NL-Compliant Mark, created to enable buyers to identify NL-compliant products and to encourage wider application of the voluntary rules, has been in
use since 2003.

Environmental impact mass balance

Device for quantitatively measuring and determining all input and output involved in the activities of a company or business location and expressing the
entire picture in the form of data. This includes all energy and resources (raw
materials, supplementary material, and water) used as well as products, emissions, and waste produced throughout the business life cycle.

Eco-conscious Efficiency Index

Page 10

The Sustainable Management Rating Institute (SMRI) screens companies
considered to have superior environmental-management programs and awards
those with the most advanced programs the status of "Green Top Runner."
The SMRI evaluates companies in terms of economic, environmental, and social criteria, focusing on strategies, devices, and results. In fiscal 2004 the
evaluation criteria included a stronger emphasis on corporate social responsibility. Evaluation results are shown on a "sustainability tree," represented as
either green, light green, yellow, or red leaves (in descending order of evaluation results).

Layout surveys

Page 25

Toyo Ink established the Eco-conscious Efficiency Index to indicate the relative efficiency of its environmental-management efforts. The index expresses
the status of environmentally conscious corporate management activities, and
an increasing number of businesses are adopting it as a yardstick for environmental management.
It has become common for businesses to employ the Eco-conscious Efficiency Index as an indicator of environmental management. In assessing value,
Toyo Ink's index for sales of environmentally friendly products was based on
its fiscal 2000 figures. In assessing its environmental impact the company
used the Integrated Environmental Impact Index (based on fiscal 2000 figures), which is weighted to reflect Toyo Ink's activities as a chemical firm. In
pursuing its environmental-management activities, Toyo Ink has greatly increased its Eco-conscious Efficiency Index.

Sony Green Partner
Green Top Runner

Page 20

Page 26

Sony has established its own purchasing standards (SS-00259), including
compliance with the European Union's RoHS Directive (enacted July 1,
2006), which deals with the content of harmful chemicals in electric appliances and the like. Sony conducts audits to determine whether all components procured and manufacturing processes comply with its standards. Suppliers and materials manufacturers who meet these standards are designated
Green Partners, and their products are approved for delivery. As a manufacturer of printing inks, resins, and paints used on components purchased by
Sony, Toyo Ink is also audited and has been certified as a Green Partner. The
status of Green Partner is valid for two years; Toyo Ink has been reaudited
and its certification extended.

Page 11

Mental-health care

Page 11

Employee health is a major factor in workplace accidents. In recent years,
amid increasing demands for greater efficiency and work performance, there
has been an increase in accidents attributed to mental stress. We therefore attend to employee mental-health care as a means of helping to prevent accidents caused by mental stress.

Frequency

Soil Contamination Measures Law

Page 28

Enacted in February 2003, this law was established to ascertain soil conditions and prevent health problems arising from soil contamination. People's
health can be affected if they dig in soil contaminated by harmful substances
can affect human health or drink groundwater from the area. In some cases,
the redevelopment of former factory sites has revealed soil contaminated by
heavy metals of volatile organic compounds and the like. The Soil Contamination Measures Law sets forth guidelines for dealing with contaminated
soil.

Chemical Society of Japan- and
PRTR- designated substances

Page 34

Each year, the Chemical Society of Japan voluntarily ascertains emission and
transfer volumes for specific chemicals drawn from a group of 480 substances. Among these are 354 substances addressed by the PRTR Law.

Page 11

Number of deaths and injuries due to workplace accidents
Actual working hours

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)
1,000,000

Severity rate
Number of lost work days due workplace accidents
Actual working hours

Page 11

Page 38

Volatile organic compounds include aliphatic hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons, esthers, aldehydes, ketones, and many other substances. At normal
temperatures all are fluids, but because of their high volatility they can be ingested by the lungs through respiration and thereby enter the bloodstream.
The effect of many volatile organic compounds on the human body is unknown.

1,000
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Explanation of Selected Terminology

An original risk-assessment activity carried out by Toyo Ink at its business locations to review and improve workplace-safety management, focusing on accident prevention, health and safety, and environmental protection. We identify unacceptable risks attributed to the layout of personnel, equipment, or
buildings, and, when high-risk situations exist, endeavor to make systematic
improvements in terms of both the physical layout and through education and
training.

Afterword

Contents
The Social & Environmental Report
(2005 edition) is Toyo Ink's seventh annual environmental report. Initially we
set forth Toyo Ink's business and management principles and business data. In
the fiscal 2004 edition, the Environmental and Social Report, the contents were
considerably expanded with the inclusion
of reporting about the company's social
activities. The newly established CSR
Charter and Action Guidelines were included, as were sections on individual social activities. As in the past, the environmental reporting featured sections on the
Environmental Management System, reducing environmental impact, and the development of environmentally friendly
products.
With regard to the contents:

1.The Toyo Ink Business and Management Principles section presents an
overview of the company's social activities, discusses business and management principles, and presents business
data for the year, and sales totals by
business area and region.
2.The section on Social Initiatives presents a broad range of activities by the
Toyo Ink Group. This includes information on the newly established CSR
Charter and Action Guidelines and the
CSR promotion system, as well as details on compliance, risk management,
social contributions, employee safety
and communication with employees,
local cooperation, communication with
stakeholders,universal design, and CSR
purchasing.
3.The section on the Environment Management System presents information

on environmental objectives for fiscal
2004 and the progress made on achieving them, as well as a list of environmental objectives for fiscal 2005. This
year's report also features details on
measures to deal with contaminated
soil and on reducing the environmental
impact of distribution activities.
4.As in the past, the section on Reducing
Environmental Impact reports the results of efforts to reduce environmental
impact. PRTR-related data for each
manufacturing facility is presented
near the end of the report.
5.As last year, the section on developing
environmentally friendly products features reports on four product lines.
The retitled Social & Environmental
Report has been expanded from 40 to
48 pages, thanks to the inclusion of
more information on social activities.

Ink: TK EcoTwin Neo series (Toyo Ink
Mfg. Co., Ltd., Eco Mark no. 03102059).
The ink, for which the TK EcoTwin Neo
process is used, is a process ink designed
for double-sided multicolor printing.
Compared to conventional inks of the
past, it offers dramatically improved water-resistance, transferability, in-process
stability, and drying properties, and im-

provements in rub-resistance have reduced post-process time. Printing and
binding services were performed by ISO
14001-certified firms, and certificates attesting to observance of environmental
laws regulations were provided when the
report was certified with the Eco Mark
for printed matter.

A note on the paper and ink

Afterword

The Social and Environmental Report has
been certified with the Eco Mark for
printed matter and approved for use of
the Green Purchasing Network's printingservice symbol. The paper and ink used
are as follows.
Paper: OK Prints High-Quality Eco G
100 (Oji Paper Co., Ltd., Eco Mark no.
03107121).

.

For further information, please contact:

Toyo Ink Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Public Relations Department
3-13 Kyobashi 2-chome
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-8377 Japan
Phone: +81-3-3272-5720
F a x: +81-3-3272-9788
E-mail: master@toyoink.co.jp
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Business Locations Covered

Manufacturing plants and factories
Business Location

Postal code

Address

Fuji Factory

419-0205

400 Tenma, Fuji-shi, Shizuoka, Japan

Saitama Factory

350-0803

Oaza-Sakae, Kawagoe-shi, Saitama, Japan

Kawagoe Factory

350-1156

286 Matsumine, Nakafuku, Kawagoe-shi, Saitama, Japan

Seishin Plant

651-2271

5-7 Takatsukadai 1-chome, Nishi-ku, Kobe-shi, Hyogo, Japan

Moriyama Factory

524-0051

436-1 Miyake-cho, Moriyama-shi, Shiga, Japan

Okayama Plant

715-0004

3701-1 Kinoko-cho, Ibara-shi, Okayama, Japan

Affiliates in Japan
Business Location

Postal code

Address

Matsui Chemical Co., Ltd.

612-8374

18 Jibu-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto-shi, Kyoto, Japan

Oriental Kasei Co., Ltd.

297-0017

1430 Togo, Mobara-shi, Chiba, Japan

Toyo Morton Ltd., Saitama Plant

355-0812

25-26 Oaza-Miyako, Namekawa-cho, Hiki-gun, Saitama, Japan

Toyo Petrolite Co., Ltd., Chiba Plant

297-0017

1432 Togo Fujimi, Mobara-shi, Chiba, Japan

Nihon Polymer Industries

671-1241

2114 Kohama, Himeji-shi, Hyogo, Japan

Business Location

Address

Francolor Pigments S.A. HQ and VSP Factory

Platforme de Villers-St. Paul, B.P. 25, 60870 Rieux, France

Francolor Pigments S.A., Oissel Factory

Platforme de Oissel, B.P. 4, 76350 Oissel, France

Liochem Incorporated

2145 East Park Drive, Conyers, GA 30013 U.S.A.

Tianjin Toyo Ink Co., Ltd

12 Xinghua 2# Road, Xiqing Economic Development Area,
Tianjin, China 300381

Toyochem Ink Pte. Ltd.

31 Tuas Avenue 2, Jurong Town, Singapore 659462

Toyo-Ink Compounds Corporation

106-A Integrity Avenue, Carmelray Industrial Park 1
Conlubang, Calamba City,Laguna 4027,Philippines
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Business Locations Covered

Overseas affiliates

This report was printed on recycled paper and is certified by the Eco Mark; the Eco Mark is not associated with
the printed content. Recycling concerns were also addressed in the binding of this report.
When you are finished with this report, please recycle it.

